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As the office technology
industry and the tech-
nology itself has evolved,

finance companies are evolving 
as well to better serve the dealer
channel by introducing new pro-
grams and products, and enhanc-
ing existing programs to keep pace
with the latest industry trends and
offerings. With that in mind we
spoke with representatives from
five finance companies to learn
how they can better help their
dealers be successful.

GE CAPITAL

Real-time online reports
“We want to help dealers take
advantage of new business oppor-
tunities and think beyond the copier
to drive cost efficiencies and top-
line growth,” states Glen Clark,
national sales director, GE Capital,
Office Imaging. “That’s why we
offer real-time online reports that

give key metrics such as 
customer application status,
approvals, and funding. 
This is one way dealers can
reduce service-related losses
by managing risk within 
their portfolios.”

Share internal best 
practices with the dealer
One of GE’s more unique initia-
tives is HealthAhead, an internal
program to encourage employee
health. The company has shared
details of this initiative with several
customers and at a copier dealer
association event. “We even arrange
consultations with GE’s experts to
help a dealership grow and expand,”
states Clark. “This is especially
important in light of the forth-
coming healthcare law changes.”

Expertise beyond financing
“We’re enabling office imaging

dealers to take advantage of GE’s
vast experience by investing in
digital tools to help them locate
new customers, stay current on
industry trends, and improve their
leadership/management abilities,”
emphasizes Clark.
GE’s Access GE program gives

dealers access to GE’s insights,
tools, and best practices to help
them tackle their biggest chal-
lenges, such as growing sales and
exploring new markets; managing
costs; and planning and integrating
acquisitions, among other things.
Some of this information is pre-
sented in Webinars. Recent Webinar
topics include managing the new
healthcare law changes and under-
standing the proposed FASB lease
accounting changes. GE also hosts
exclusive events for customers
such as the CMO Summit, CFO
Summit, Dealer Forum, and
National Middle Market Summit.
And for certain customers, GE
hosts one-on-one engagements.
“One of the things we’re trying

to do with this effort is reach as
many dealers as possible with this
digital content,” says Clark.
Via digital content, dealers can

also learn about lease changes and
potential lease changes, for example.
Clark reveals that all GE Capital’s

account options, digital tools, 
educational tools, and Websites
will soon be combined together
into a single online portal that’s
being customized for OI dealers.
MyGECapital.com will provide
them with a single site where they
can access their account informa-
tion as well as business-critical
data and management resources,
such as industry related content
and abbreviated book reviews.
A key component of the site is

the Prospect Researcher, a propri-
etary application developed by GE

that allows companies to conduct
their own business research. “It
offers detailed profiles of 20 
million companies and biographies
and contact data for 40 million
executives. It also provides key
insights and financials for targeted
companies, along with industry
analysis and executive contact and
bio information,” reports Clark.
“What it does is access a database
that allows a dealer to pull up a
potential customer.  Say they’re
trying to make a call on a law
firm, it provides them with a list 
of primary partners who make the
decision.  In addition, a sales man-
ager can also pull up peers of that
law firm in the same building so
when they send in a rep to make
that first call, he can also call on
other companies in that building.
We’re always looking for new cus-
tomers and want to try to help our
customers find new customers.”

GreatAmerica
FINANCIAL SERVICE

Provide peace of mind
“When I say ‘peace of mind’ I
refer to the customer experience
—ethics and integrity as well as
the ability to execute to high stan-
dards,” says Jennie Fisher, senior
vice president and general manager
of GreatAmerica Financial
Service’s Office Equip ment

Group. “As
dealers become
more focused
on service solu-
tion offerings,
their reliance
upon flexible
and customized
invoice solu-
tions and con-
tract adminis-

tration increases. Most dealers rely
on their financing source to 

18 Things Your Finance Company
Can Do For You
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provide this flexibility, especially for a
bundled solution. Financing sources may
handle a large percentage of a dealer’s
receivables, making it critical for them to
have a solid partnership, built on trust 
and a proven track record.”

Support a dealer’s evolution
“Finance companies should be informed
about how dealers’ selling cycles have
evolved to match the transition to a man-
aged services business model. It’s impor-
tant to understand the market trends and
ever-changing technology and software
offerings in this space. To truly support
dealers, financing solutions must match
the opportunities and challenges our dealers
face correctly. It is only by matching the
offerings that the dealer and the financing
company can continue to succeed.
Financing sources need to consider how 
to provide financing solutions for services,
software and other products outside the
normal output devices historically
financed,” continues Fisher.

Customize programs to fit the dealer’s
go-to-market strategy
“It is important to provide solutions that
help dealers differentiate in the market.
These solutions should continuously
improve their day-to-day operational 
efficiency. A finance company’s ability 
to learn, support and customize financing
solutions based on a dealer’s go-to-market
strategy is important,” points out Fisher.
“For example, a dealer’s finance partner
should have an easy-to-read, single-
invoice solution that bills for equipment,
usage, software and variable managed IT
services—matching the sales process and
proposal originally provided to their cus-
tomer. There is tremendous opportunity in
the industry as the BTA Channel dealers
become more interested and proficient at
selling and providing managed services.” 

CIT VENDOR FINANCE, U.S.

Front Page Invoice Messaging
With the vast majority of a company’s
sales going to its existing customers, it’s
critical for dealers to keep their brand and
products at the top of their customers'
attention and to maintain frequent commun -
ications with customers. One great way to

achieve this is through front page invoice
messaging, coupled with full and/or multi-
page advertising or letters with the invoice.
“What’s even better — it’s easy and highly
affordable,” notes Nick Small, managing
director, CIT Vendor Finance, U.S. 
This service was introduced this past

September with CIT
Vendor Finance’s new
invoicing enhance-
ments. Already, inde-
pendent dealers and
manufacturer-owned
branches are using this
service for a variety of
communications, from
informing customers 
of new cost-per-copy

meter-reading software to new product
lines, from organizational announcements
to special offers on consumables. 
“This is an exciting, value-added serv-

ice we provide to help dealers maintain
and grow their business,” adds Small.
“Every month customers receive an
invoice, but unlike a direct mail piece,
which may just get discarded, people 
read their invoices because they know 
it requires action on their part. It’s the 
perfect place to drop in a brief message,
present special offers, survey customers
on their needs or impressions of your
company—the opportunities are limitless.
We are always looking to add services 
like this, which can help our customers
succeed and grow their business.”

EVERBANK COMMERCIAL FINANCE

Assistance with a dealer’s gross profits
“We help our dealer partners’ enhance
their gross profits, increase their sales, 
and maximize efficiency when it comes 
to doing transactions,” says Fred Carollo,
general manager of Office Products at
EverBank Commercial Finance. 

Helping dealers grow
Prospering dealers are moving up-market
and are looking for financing partners who
can do larger deals. “At EverBank Commer -
cial Finance, we have this expertise, and
take a hands-on approach to truly under-
stand the dynamics of a transaction to get
it done,” explains Carollo. “We’ve found
that listening to our dealers and under-

standing their needs puts us in a better
position to deliver timely, relevant solutions.”
EverBank Com mercial Finance has 

a dealer council that meets bi-annually.
“We run our projects by them,” explains
Carollo. “It’s helpful because they say
‘don’t do that, do this,’ and many times it’s
against what we thought we should do.”
Thanks to the dealer council, EverBank

Commercial Finance is assisting its deal-
ers on more mid-market and larger trans-
actions. “Those are the meat and potatoes
for them and the hardest deals to close,”
notes Carollo.

Automating asset-based billing
“One thing we’re focusing on at EverBank
Commercial Finance is asset-based billing,
including the ability to create custom
invoices for an end user,” says Carollo.

“On large deals, there
are a lot of assets and
end users have require-
ments such as the need
for department num-
bers on their invoice.
Everybody can do that
manually, but the more
you can automate it, the
more you can offer it
as a real product.”

He explains that many deals require
legal negotiations, invoicing capabilities,
and credit approval. Plus some end users
are looking to receive tax benefits through
the transaction. “And once the deal is
booked they get back to the vendor and
the end user and discuss whether it was
booked correctly and whether the invoicing
was done correctly,” adds Carollo. “One
of our dealer’s biggest fears is they hand 
it to the leasing company and the leasing
company doesn’t invoice it correctly. A lot
of large deals are lost not on equipment
performance or service performance, but
on the invoicing of the customer.”

Understanding the dealer’s 
business plan
“I always tell our sales force we’re not
just here to do transactions,” says Carollo.
“We’re good at meeting with owners,
learning about their business plan, and
providing insight into how we can help
them achieve their goals.”

Finance Company

continued on page 26
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That understanding has directly affected
many of EverBank Commercial Finance’s
end-of-term practices and products.
“In the past, the leasing company 

and copier company were often at odds,”
acknowledges Carollo. “At the end of
term, the leasing company doesn’t want
the copiers back, while the dealer just
wants to return it and get an attractive
trade-up number. So there’s always been
conflicting goals at the end.”
EverBank Commercial Finance now

provides dealers with greater flexibility 
on how equipment is handled at the end of
term. “We give the dealer options that put
them in control,” says Carollo. “For exam-
ple, if a dealer wants to build up a rental
fleet we can help them acquire off-lease
equipment. This is attractive for situations
such as state and local government trans-
actions where they don’t want to sign an
agreement, or do three or six months at 
a time. This type of flexibility gets the
dealers deeper in their base. That’s good
for the dealer and for us.”

Enhanced reporting capabilities
“We spend a lot of time on our reporting
capabilities and have a robust portal for
delivering actionable data in real time to our
users,” states Carollo.  “Inside that portal
is a ton of information, which can be
daunting for a dealer. We’ve worked hard
to simplify it so dealers can go in and easi-
ly access the data that can drive their sales.
If you look at a copier dealership, there are
different people in that company who have
different needs for different information.
The administrator wants to know about the
status of their applications and when the
deal is funding, while the sales manager
may be more interested in termination
reports. We have overage and underage
reports on a cost per copy basis, so a sales
manager can identify all the deals they
have where the end users’ usage is above or
below their monthly minimum. They can
send their sales force out and address that.”
EverBank Commercial Finance also

allows the dealer to set up users inside
their company to receive specific reports
automatically. For example, a dealer can
say I want to come in every Monday
morning and see a list of all the deals 
terminating in the next three months. 

“He doesn't have to run anything, it gets
delivered right to his inbox,” says Carollo. 
“The problem is that sales managers and
reps are typically juggling a lot of respon-
sibilities, and running a report isn’t always
top-of-mind. Anything we can do to make
their lives easier is a good thing.”

DE LAGE LANDEN (DLL)

Maximize cash flow
“This is one of the core drivers of how 
an independent dealer runs their business,”
states Bob Hunter, the U.S. commercial
lead for office technology with De Lage
Landen (DLL). “We continue to look at
new products and solutions that we can

offer our partners to do
just that. For example,
we continue to expand
the trad itional inventory
finance/commercial
finance facilities to
allow partners to
finance inventory for
parts and supplies.
Through our Life Cycle
Asset Manage ment pro-

grams we offer products to combine new
and used equipment and finance used
equipment after term.

Provide prefunding opportunities
“We are continually looking to bolster the
way that we prefund our dealers for future
lease volume,” notes DLL’s Hunter. “We
give them access to cash to run their busi-
ness as well as a free source of cash flow
to maximize the term discounts they can
receive from their manufacturers .”

Acquisitions financing
“We always look for opportunities to pro-
vide acquisition financing as our partners
are looking to tuck-in acquisitions or 
geographical acquisitions,” adds Hunter.

Connect technology partners 
with the dealer channel
“As equipment dealers expand beyond
their core market segments into new seg-
ments, it is critical for their finance partner
to develop products that meet the strategic
needs of dealers” explains Hunter. “In
many cases they’ve had customer relation-
ships for many years and are looking for

ways to leverage those relationships to 
sell them additional products and services
including technology solutions or man-
aged equipment services.”
DLL looks to leverage their extensive

experience in the technology market and
connect our Fortune 50 global technology
partners with the independent dealer chan-
nel to educate them about new opportuni-
ties. “That provides a lot of advantages to
dealers because our technology partners
understand the lessons learned, the changes
going on in the marketplace, what the
cloud really means, and where the oppor-
tunities are,” notes Hunter who feels that
this real-world experience is more valu-
able to dealers as opposed to hearing it
theoretically from industry consultants 
or somebody at a conference.

Inform dealers about regulatory
changes
“Our partners should be able to count on
the finance industry for ongoing informa-
tion about regulatory changes,” says Hunter.
“We have significant resources looking at
global economic changes from a macro
standpoint and always try to share that
information.”
He cites accounting changes as an exam-

ple and the impact those changes will have
on a dealer’s business. “We even talk about
the economic trends that will impact their
businesses, such as understanding the impact
of the Affordable Care Act,” adds Hunter.

Assist in building customer loyalty
“Traditional customer retention is 
important to all of our partners and to 
us,” emphasizes Hunter who adds that a
finance company should be able to offer
additional services to the dealer to maxi-
mize customer loyalty. That might be 
helping dealers manage their portfolio and
maximize opportunities within that portfo-
lio along with predictive analytics to help
dealers better understand their customers.
This assistance can also help dealers better
understand the normal refresh cycle, how
often they should be contacting their cus-
tomers, how to handle partial upgrades,
and how to evaluate the benefits of partial
new and used as opposed to 100 percent
new equipment. �
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Digitek Computer Products
is a full service, independ-
ently owned wholesale

distributor of copier, printer, media
and computer consumable supplies
and accessories. Digitek specializes
in providing technology solutions
that will simplify the reseller’s
business process needs. Digitek’s
two decade long experience of
buying and selling printer, comput-
er, media and imaging products
enables the Digitek sales team to be
an enormous resource in matching
the appropriate products to the
reseller’s needs. Digitek’s founder
Paul Martorana’s core beliefs of
integrity, respect, partnership and
innovation extend to taking care of
the needs of their resellers through
creative marketing initiatives, cost
effective logistics, sustained sensi-
ble growth and a steady increase
of products and services.
Today Digitek distributes 

over 20 OEM lines, offering over
10,000 SKUs of inventoried prod-
ucts. Digitek is an active business
partner with thousands of resellers
who depend on the value added
services they provide. The Digitek
Valued Added Services team can
meet the challenge of private
labeling and boxing of product,
3PL fulfillment, and inventory
consignment to become an 
extension of your business.

Jim Labonte, National Vice
President of Marketing, elaborates,
“We pride ourselves on our knowl-
edgeable sales staff, order flexibility
and technical advances to surpass
our customers’ expectations. No
matter what products you are look-
ing for, Digitek is able to provide
for your needs with a comprehen-
sive line of imaging hardware, an
extensive line of OEM imaging
supplies, superior quality Expres -
sion compatible ink and toner,
storage media, and computer
accessories. Digitek capitalizes on
its proven, long term relationships
with over 20 OEMs to maximize
our high volume purchasing dis-
counts on an ever expanding 
group of products.”

HP Tier 1 Distributor
Labonte continues, “We are very
pleased to announce that Digitek
was recently selected by Hewlett
Packard to become a Tier 1
Wholesale Distributor within the
newly established HP wholesale
distribution system. Digitek’s HP
Tier 1 status enables all resellers
who have an HP Location ID
Number to be able to buy their
genuine HP office supply products
directly from Digitek.
“Digitek has a long and estab-

lished history with HP of being
able to support the needs of HP’s
wholesale inventory levels with
economical and accurate logistics.
For the US government procure-
ment system, Digitek has devel-
oped the business processes
required to meet the requirements
of the GSA Global Supply
Contract for packing slips, ship-
ping labels, commercial shipping
documentation and deliveries to
Ultimate Consignees and APO’s.
Digitek’s ability to meet these
requirements have established

Digitek as a go to partner in the
Federal Government space.”
Digitek’s new position as an HP

Tier 1 Distributor will work hand
in hand with Digitek being an HP
Authorized Collection Center for
empty HP cartridges. As part of
Digitek’s eco-friendly commit-
ment to help their resellers recycle
as wide a variety of qualified toner
cartridges as possible, Digitek
accepts all brands of OEM toner
cartridges for recycling. Buy back
quotes and multiple recycling
options are available at http://
recycle.digitek.com/ 

New Product for 
New Environment
Bring your own device (BYOD)
has created many challenges in 
the corporate world. Wireless 
technology has revolutionized 
our business, and we struggle to
adapt our printing capabilities to
our rapidly changing technology.
Digitek has partnered with
www.Print2Cloud247.com to help
our dealer partners engage their
customers to meet the ever-chang-
ing printing needs with an easy
solution for their customers’ work
environment. Whether your cus-
tomer is a Government Agency,
Health Care provider, Educational
Institution, or Real Estate firm,
Print2cloud247 and Digitek have a
comprehensive and secure solution
to create easy access to printing
devices in every environment.

Reseller Loyalty Program
Digitek continues to expand their
popular Partner Privileges program
which financially rewards reseller
loyalty. Currently a variety of pop-
ular gift cards are earned for pur-
chases made. Digitek provides the
best in service and quality, as well
as offering a special financial

Digitek Computer Products —
Your Go-To Business Partner 
  

Digitek Offers:

• Dedicated Sales Rep
for each Account

• Web-based Order
Placement with
Customer-Specific
Pricing

• Real-time Stock
Availability and
Account & Shipping
Status

• Shipment and Invoice
Notifications via Email

• No Minimum Order
Quantities

• Recycling Services
• Rapid Response In-
house Bid Desk

• Blind Drop Ships to 
All End Users

• Flexibility to Do
Business How You
Like: Phone, Fax, Email,
Online, And XML

continued on page 30
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rebate program that the reseller
can use for extra commissions,
end user bonus programs, a
company pizza party, gasoline,
or holiday gifts. Digitek’s
Partner Privileges program
offers the reseller a choice.
With the flexibility to do

business your way, Digitek can
be a great partner in helping
grow your business. Digitek is
ready to help you increase your
product mix. Partnering with
Digitek will provide the prod-
ucts, pricing, knowledge and
economical shipping to help
grow your business. �

Value Added Services
• In-house marketing depart-
ment to help you advertise 
to your customers

• In-house rapid response bid
desk

• Shrink wrapping capabilities
to create unique quantity
packaging

• Customized labeling avail-
able for toners that would
include your logo/phone
number/web address

• Manage your account online
24/7

Brands: Imaging/Fax/
Copier/Media
• Brother • Canon
• Dell • Epson
• Expression Compatibles
• Hewlett Packard • Fuji
• Konica Minolta
• Kyocera • Lexmark
• Media Sciences
• Okidata • Panasonic
• Quantum • Ricoh
• Samsung • Sharp
• Toshiba • Troy
• Verbatim • Xerox

Logistics
• 3 distribution centers:
Virginia, Illinois, California

• Ability to ship until 7pm ET
• Blind drop shipping 

• Can reach 97% of the U.S.
population within 2 days
with ground service

• Competitive shipping rates
from next day air to LTL
shipments

Locations
Corporate Headquarters-
Virginia Distribution Center
44258 Mercure Circle
Dulles, VA 20166
1-703-421-0300 office
1-703-421-9718 fax
1-888-353-0301 toll free

California Offices
2421 W. 205th St.
Suite D206B
Torrance, CA 90503
1-888-353-0301 toll free

Illinois Distribution Center
1131 W Bryn Mawr Ave
Itasca, IL 60143
1-877-883-0025 toll free

California Distribution Center
9115 Dice Road
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
1-888-353-0301 toll free

Ohio Offices
8351 N High St.
Suite 205
Columbus, OH 43235
1-800-887-8459 toll free

New Jersey Offices
197 Route 18 South
Suite 3000
East Brunswick, NJ 08816
1-888-353-0301 toll free

e n x   

Digitek Computer Products

For Your
Parts and Supplies!

888-889-9598 

&

www.RemanCartridges.com

CSI
Sister

Company

CRYSTAL TRADE

We Also Sell Canon Used Parts & Assemblies
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Charles Brewer News Briefing

On October 7, one month 
to the day after the doors
opened at PRINT 13, the

Graphic Arts Show Company
(GASC) released their final atten-
dance figures for this year’s show.
As I expected, the quadrennial
event failed to draw as many atten-
dees or exhibitors as PRINT 2009
did. Regardless, I think this year’s
show was much more exciting
than the 2009 event, especially for
those who came looking for new
digital equipment.
Despite the buzz, overall atten-

dance was down almost 15 percent
compared to the PRINT event held
in 2009. This must be somewhat
disappointing for GASC given that
numbers for PRINT events have
been dropping since 1996, the year
the show reached its high-water
mark of almost 100,000 attendees
(see chart). Regardless of fewer
attendees in the hall, this year’s
show was much more upbeat than
the past couple of PRINT events.
While foot traffic dwindled on the
last two days of the event, the
crowds were healthy on Monday
and Tuesday. I often found it diffi-
cult to walk across certain booths
early during the first couple days
of the show because of the large

crowds lined up to examine the
newest products.
GASC has been hosting PRINT

events in Chicago for more than
50 years. Initially held every five
or six years, in 1997 PRINT
became a quadrennial event like
the larger European show, DRUPA.
Both DRUPA and PRINT show-
case products and services for
commercial printers, in-plant oper-
ations, and others in the print-for-
pay industry. Since the 1990s, ana-
log and digital devices have com-
peted for the attention of the atten-
dees and a share of their 
wallets, with digital machines
becoming increasingly prominent
at each event. The success of digi-
tal in the commercial space was
underscored this year by the deci-
sion of the analog press-maker
Heidelberg, one of largest past
exhibitors at PRINT, not to host 
a booth. Digital hardware vendors
occupied some of the prime real
estate at PRINT 13 and there was
lots of new stuff to see.
Long the preferred technology

for many wide-format applica-
tions, inkjet technology has been
increasingly deployed in produc-
tion machines for the past five
years or so. Walking around the
PRINT 13 floor, it was obvious
that the trend continues. I spotted
several new presses based on
drop-on-demand technology run-
ning in different booths. There
were also plenty of new electro-
photographic machines at the
show for commercial print appli-
cations as well as for office envi-
ronments. I’ll talk about the inkjet
production presses first and then
move on to detail the electrophoto-
graphic presses I saw, along with
some of the office machines at the
show.

All in One Hall
Unlike the 2009 event, which 
was located in the main hall of
McCormick Place South and a
second smaller space on a lower
level, all of this year’s exhibits
were contained in the one central
hall. Xerox moved into Heidelberg’s
old location just inside the main
entrance. The Xerox booth fea-
tured new electrophotographic
hardware including presses and
office products as well as the
CiPress Production Inkjet System
and new inkjet technology
acquired with the purchase of 
the French press maker Impicka.
According to Xerox, the market
for production inkjet will grow 
at an annual compound rate of 
21 percent through 2015.
Canon occupied the space

where Xerox’s PRINT 09 booth
was. Canon’s booth appeared to 
be roughly three times larger than
what it had been in 2009. The
company used some of the extra
space to “virtually” preview its
Niagara inkjet technology as well
as to accommodate Ocè hardware
like the new Memjet-based Ocè
ColorWave 900 wide-format
machine, which debuted last year
as “Project Velocity” at DRUPA.
The Niagara unit is based on a
four-color ink system, which will
be expanded to six stations in
future configurations. The machine
is capable of imaging B3-sized
sheets of coated and uncoated off-
set media and will have a maxi-
mum print speed of up to 3,800
duplexed B3 sheets per hour or
8,500 duplexed 8.5 x 11 inch
sheets per hour. It is expected 
to support print volumes of up to
10 million letter size images per
month. Although the device was
not actually in Chicago, Canon

The Spotlight is on Digital
Machines at PRINT 13 
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says its Niagara-based digital presses will
begin shipping in the first half of next year.
Next door to Canon, Konica-Minolta

had its KM-1/IS29 Inkjet Printer running
for the first time in the United States. 
The firm is investing heavily in the pro-
duction space and claims to be growing
organically as well as taking share from
the Big 3—Canon, Ricoh, and Xerox. 
The new KM-1/IS29 machine features 
the firm’s print heads and UV inks along
with a paper-transport system sourced
from the Japanese offset press manufac-
turer Komori. The machine can print on 
23 x 29 inch sheets at speeds up to 3,300
sheets per hour in the simplex mode 
and 1,650 sheets per hour in duplex.
According to Konica Minolta, the KM-
1/IS29 does not require special paper and
is capable of imaging on standard offset
sheets without a pre-coating.
The new J Press 540W from Fujifilm

also made its U.S. debut at PRINT 13. It is
a single-pass inkjet web press that supports
duplex printing and features a tower design
for a compact footprint. The machine
employs Vivida ink, which the firm says
renders graphics and variable content at
high speeds with little sheet-to-sheet ink
transfer. The four-color Fujifilm Gaphium
web label press made its U.S. debut in
Chicago too. The machine is available in
13-and 16-inch models and provides an
alternative to flexo and screen printing for
short to medium label runs. The Gaphium
unit employs Fujifilm Uvijet inks.

EP Press Preview
While high-speed inkjet technology is get-
ting a lot of attention these days, vendors
demonstrated that electrophotographic
technology remains popular. There were
several new presses being demonstrated 

at the show based on EP engines and 
featuring new toner sets.
Xerox representatives told me the com-

pany exhibited a 50-50 mix of inkjet to 
EP machines at Print 13. The latest iGen
unit, the new iGen 150, was previewed in
Chicago, for example. The machine, which
is due to start shipping in the Q1 of next
year, prints up to 150 letter-sized sheets per
minute and has a recommended monthly
duty cycle of up to 3.75 million pages. It
comes with 30,000 sheet input capacity
that is expandable to 80,000 sheets with
an optional 50,000 high-capacity feeder.
The iGen 150 accommodates sheet sizes
from 8.5 x 11 inches to 14.33 x 26 inches
as well as roll media with an optional
feeder. In October, Xerox plans to begin
taking orders for the iGen 150 and the
base unit carries a list price of $752,000.
Konica Minolta continues to expand its

portfolio of production devices and it had
plenty of new EP hardware at the show.
With print speeds of up to 100 ppm, the
firm promotes its new bizhub PRESS
C1100 family as its “flagship” line of
color presses. The bizhub PRESS C1100
has a maximum monthly duty cycle of
1,000,000 impressions and media handling
enhanced with air suction to prevent paper
jams. Konica Minolta also unveiled its 60-
ppm C1060 and 70-ppm C1070/ C1070P
color presses at PRINT 13. Based on a
new color engine and new consumables,
the machines feature so-called S.E.A.D.
(Screen-Enhancing Active Digital) IV
image processing and inline image and
color density controls to maintain stable
image quality. In addition to the color
presses, Konica Minolta had a new mono-
chrome press in its booth. The bizhub
PRESS 2250 prints up to 250 pages per
minute, and has a monthly duty cycle of

up to six million impressions. Pricing 
nd availability of the new color and 
monochrome units was not available.
Veteran digital-press maker Xeikon 

previewed its soon-to-be-released Trillium
technology at PRINT 13. The Trillium
color press features a LED imaging sys-
tem and has a resolution of 1,200 dpi 
with 4-bit level. The machine will have a
throughput of about 200 feet per minute,
although the firm indicated high print
speeds should be achievable. Based on
Xeikon’s HVT (High Viscosity Toner) 
liquid toner, a prototype of the machine
was displayed at DRUPA last spring. The
HVT particles are 2 micron in diameter, 
or one quarter the size of those found in
conventional toners, according to Xeikon.
The firm promotes its Trillium technology
as supporting significantly lower running
costs while maintaining the high eco-
sustainability standards thanks in part to
the HVT toner. The particles are suspend-
ed in a carrier with low volatile organic
compounds, which Xeikon claims is more
environmentally friendly than other liquid
toners such as those used in HP’s Indigo
presses. The company expects to beta test
a Trillium press in Europe in the first
quarter of 2014.

Now Shipping
For folks looking to buy new hardware,
not all the units at PRINT were demo
models. Xerox had the new 75-page-per-
minute laser Color J75 Press running at 
the show. It is based on a laser print engine
and offers print, copy, and scan functional-
ity. The J75 employs Xerox’s EA-ECO
toner with a formulation similar to the 
toners used in previously released Xerox
presses such as the Color Press 800 and

PRINT 13
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1000. Xerox also promoted its new 136
ppm D136 machines, which can be config-
ured as a printer/copier or as a print-only
device. It ships with a paper capacity of
4,050 sheets that is expandable to 8,050
sheets and handles media sizes from 4 x 6
inches up to 13 x 19.2 inches and has 
a recommended print volume of up to
700,000 pages per month and a 2 million
page maximum monthly duty cycle.
While the company is a veteran copier

maker, Ricoh is a relative newcomer to the
production space. Entering the market in
2006 and releasing its first product just 5
years ago, the firm has been quite active in
the space. It released the Pro 8100 mono-
chrome line at PRINT 13. The new mono
family is made up of three A3 devices: the
95 ppm 8100s model, the 110 ppm 8110s
model, and the 135 ppm Pro 8120s. All
three devices provide print, copy, and color
scan functionality and are based on the
same color laser print engine, which was
tweaked for monochrome printing. The
machines employ a new pulverized black
toner with smaller, more uniform particles
than previous generations of Ricoh’s
ground black toner. The newly formulated
toner has more pigment for improved opti-
cal density and a lower fusing temperature

that supports faster print speeds as well 
as lower power consumption.
Ricoh also demonstrated its C5110s

color laser print, copy, scan MFP, which 
is capable of printing color jobs at up to
80 pages per minute. The C5100s is its 65-
ppm sibling. Both machines are based on
the same new laser engine and feature new
technologies to enhance image and color
quality. They employ a Vertical Cavity
Surface Emitting Laser (VCSEL), which
Ricoh says emits 40 laser beams to moni-
tor and adjust for sheet expansion and con-
traction. The new C5110 and C5100 also
employ Ricoh’s latest generation of PxP
EQ chemically produced toner (CPT),
which has a particle size of 3.5 microns
compared to the previous generation’s 5.5
micron particle. This new PxP EQ toner
has the smallest dry toner particles that
I’m aware of. From what I understand, 
5 microns is about the smallest diameter
that could be effectively achieved with a
dry toner particle and anything smaller
would be too difficult to contain and con-
trol. Ricoh appears to have overcome any
of these physical restrictions, however, to
produce a toner with tiny particles, which
the company claims delivers enhanced
image quality.

More Than Just Big Iron 
While PRINT may be the premier event in
North America for Big Iron machines and
light production devices, there are always
some new office machines at these shows.
This year, Xerox promoted its Color 570
and 560 Printer as “cross-over” devices
that can meet the demands of commercial
printers as well as office users. The MFPs
provides print, copy, scan, and fax func-
tionality. The 570 model prints at speeds
up to 70 ppm in color and up to 75 ppm
for black and white jobs and the slightly
slower Color 560 Print prints color and
black and white jobs at 60 ppm and 65
ppm, respectively. Both units are based on
the same print engine and support media
sizes from 6 x 4 inches up to 13 x 19.2
inches. In addition to traditional copier
and offset sheet, the machines can image
on polyester and vinyl media.
Okidata released its new C900 line of

50 ppm color LED printers in Chicago.
The new line features a new print engine
and is made up of three machines that 
can handle up to 12 x 18 inch sheets.
According to Oki, the image quality of the
new machines has been enhanced to meet
requirements of the demanding commer-
cial print market. The new Oki C911dn 
is a direct replacement for the C9650 and
the C931dn replaces the C9850. Both are
four-color units. The new C941dn pro-
vides a fifth imaging station that allows
users to print with an additional white or
clear toner. The white toner is designed 
for printing on dark media and as a base
layer for images being applied via transfer
sheets to garments. The clear toner applies
a gloss finish to enhance image quality
and provide additional protection.
RISO brought its new ComColor 

X1 Series of high-speed inkjet MFPs to
Chicago. Launched in July, the line in -
cludes five different models based on 

continued on 38
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the same print engine, which features 
parallel fixed page-wide arrays that allow
for high-speed single pass printing. The
ComColor 3110 and 3150 are 90 ppm A4
machines, while the ComColor 7110 and
7150 are 120 ppm A3 devices. The differ-
entiating feature between the same speed
models is the 3150 and 7150 units provide
more paper trays than the 3110 and 7110.
The A3 ComColor 9150 sits at the top of
the line and prints at up to 150 ppm and is
fully configured with multiple paper trays.
Aside from the number of paper trays and
their respective print speeds, the feature
sets on the ComColor units are pretty
much the same. The machines offer print,
copy, and scan functionality and use a
newly formulated oil-based pigmented
CMYK ink set. RISO markets the A4
machines as office units and says the A3
machines are geared for light-production
applications.

PRINT 17?
Following on the success of its PRINT 13
event, GASC is now promoting next year’s

Graph Expo show. The PRINT shows
come every four years and Graph Expo 
is held during the three years between the
quadrennial events. According to GASC,
attendance has been up modestly at Graph
Expo over the past couple of years. Next
year, Graph Expo 14 will be held from
September 28 through October 1 at
McCormick Place South, the same hall 
as this year’s PRINT event.
I’m already thinking about PRINT 17

and what that show floor will look like. 
I assume the battle between inkjet and 
EP will continue to rage. By that show,
however, the costs of inkjet devices
should be less than what they are current-
ly, so I think EP devices will have given
up some of their current installed base at
the higher-end of the production market.
Overall, I expect there will be a pro-
nounced shift toward inkjet at the top of
the market and more toner-based units in
the light production category by 2017.
While PRINT events in the future will

continue to be important, I wonder if they
will be hosted for six days. Fewer and

fewer people came to this year’s show 
as the week wore on and I doubt if many
attendees would have been disappointed 
if the show had closed a day earlier. Faced
with significant equipment set-up times,
exhibitors might push back on a foreshort-
ened show, however, so I doubt the 2017
event will be much shorter, if it is short-
ened at all.
Regardless of the show’s length, just 

as they have since the 1960s, I expect
hardware vendors in Chicago hawking
their wares at PRINT 2017. All of the
equipment manufacturers are betting on
growth as the commercial printing indus-
try continues its long march to digital. �

Charles Brewer is the President and
founder of Actionable Intelligence. For
more info, visit www.Action-Intell.com.
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Dealer Spotlight

Serving a small rural market
suits Century Business
Products just fine. The Sioux

Falls, South Dakota-based copier
dealership, overseen by a trio of
owners, Aaron Gerdes, Brett
Gildemaster, and Kevin Jergenson,
is racking up $10+ million a year
in revenues selling Kyocera and
Konica Minolta hardware along with
solutions and services, including
MPS and document management.
Kyle Ruhland, marketing direc-

tor, reports that business so far this
year has been good thanks in large
part to greater diversification among
their product and solutions offerings.
Because they’re located in the

heart of a smaller market, Century
Business Products doesn’t have a
wealth of major corporations to
call on compared to dealers selling
in major markets do. The focus is
primarily on small and mid-size
businesses as well as state and 
government.
The Sioux Falls market is a com-

petitive one; then again, what mar-
ket isn’t? Century’s competitors are
other independent dealers. To date,
manufacturer direct branches have

yet to penetrate the market in 
any meaningful way. 
Even though a conservative 

business approach is the foundation
of Century’s business culture, that
didn’t prevent management from
realizing a year or so ago that a
complete rebranding was necessary
to keep pace with changes in the
industry and the way customers
prefer to do business today. The
mission was to better position
Century Business Products as a key
technology, services, and solutions
provider throughout Sioux Falls
and the surrounding area by ramp-
ing up its online and social media
presence.
“We wanted to reenergize our

Website and do more electronic
marketing,” recalls Ruhland. “As
we were going through the process,
including approval processes on the
Website, it came up that maybe in
a year or so we’d refresh our logo,
giving the company a technological-
ly enhanced look, especially if that
was our directive in the near future.”
That look hadn’t been updated

since the 1980’s when the compa-
ny was first formed.

“Once we accomplished the look
and feel of the new design then
steps were taken to transition our
business look and marketing cam-
paign,” says Ruhland. “We knew
the process would take some time.
Today, a visit to Century’s

Website reveals not only a copier
company, but a company focused
on providing customers with docu-
ment solutions.
Fortunately, there was complete

buy-in by management, staff, and
customers for the rebranding efforts.
“It was a win-win,” adds Aaron

Gerdes, one of the three owners.
Century has made a concentra-

ted effort this year to reach out to
potential customers in their region
who use the Internet to search for
office technology and services.
“Once pinpointed we can follow
those individuals utilizing searches
for our products, and then we serve
up ads to grab their attention,”
explains Ruhland. “In conjunction
with that we have paid for place-
ment positions on the Web and are
continually optimizing our Website
so we are near the top of pages
during searches.”
Century also sends out a monthly

electronic newsletter to more than
5,000 contacts with local news and
national articles containing infor-
mation of interest to customers
along with information about
advancements in office technology.
In addition, the dealership’s collat-
eral materials were revamped dur-
ing the rebranding process, all with
a consistent message that Century
Business Products is now a docu-
ment solutions company.
Leveraging social media has

been critical to the newly rebrand-
ed dealership’s marketing efforts
and you’ll now find them on

Century Business Products Looks
and Thinks Big in a Small Market
  

continued on page 42
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Facebook, Twitter, and Linkedin. “A lot of
that happened because some of the staff we
hired were in that generation who had an
understanding of that media,” says Ruhland.
The rebranding hasn’t led yet to any

measurable jump in sales, at least as far as
Ruhland can tell. “You hear the comments,
but because we cover such a large area 
we don’t know if what we’re getting is
because of advertising or marketing, but
we have heard a lot of good comments 
and I think word of mouth has helped
too,” notes Ruhland.

What is measurable is that Century
Business Products is growing 30 percent
year over year in MPS, a service they began
offering five years ago. The Kyocera printer
line has certainly helped those efforts. 
“Our competitors are coming in and

managing the existing printer fleet for a
flat rate,” says Gerdes. “We can offer that
as well but with our analysis and  because
of our product line we have the capability
to refresh the fleet, and depending on
where they are, provide the services and
solutions that the customer wants at a cost
that’s either comparable or a little bit more
[than our competitors]. We provide more
of a value than most of our competitors.”
There’s still a lot of education that needs

to be done with customers about MPS,
particularly in Century’s market, but
they’re catching on.
“There’s some apprehension when dealing

with IT & business owners when replacing
an MFP, but when discussing complete
printer management at one consistent cost
at the same price or lower than they’re cur-
rently paying,  it’s the old, what are we
missing here, what’s going on and what are
you trying to do?” says Ruhland. “There’s
times when they just don’t grasp it.”

As decisions move up the corporate 
ladder, it’s become more common for
Century’s sales reps to spend more time
with IT folks compared to a few years ago.
“I’m dealing with the CEO, CFO, IT,

business managers, owners, it really
depends on the application and business
goal,” responds Ruhland. “If you’re deal-
ing with printers, you’re dealing with IT
first. You may get the blessing from the
ownership to proceed, but it’s IT who is
saying I’m going to let you on my net-
work or I’m going to let you do this.”
If he’s selling document management or

imaging, Ruhland’s dealing with business
owners and CFOs. There the questions
focus on the business processes and effi-
ciencies, investment, cost justifications,
and the complete analysis.
“For MFPs and printers, we deal with

everyone—IT, CEO’s, and CFO’s,” adds
Ruhland.
Asked what Century’s management

knows now about selling MPS that they
wish they had known five years ago,
Ruhland replies, “I wish we would have
gone down the path with the Kyocera
printer line and done the analysis that way.
I think life would have been a lot easier.”
One challenge many dealers have faced

for years now is transitioning their sales
reps from copier reps to solutions sales-
people. And that’s something Century has
had to deal with as well. Ruhland has been
with Century for 10 years and is still trying
to figure out how to adopt the new way of
thinking and get the company’s sales reps
to accept that when selling services such
as managed print, sales cycles are longer.
“I’ve been working on one MPS 

deal for almost six months now,” states
Ruhland, who is well aware of the frustra-
tions that reps feel. “It just takes time if
you’re going to do it right, and sometimes
the mentality is not there to wait for that
process to happen.”
To help their reps get over that hump,

Century offers training sessions at their
main office. While some dealers employ
specialists to assist their sales reps in the
field, Century’s specialists tend to work
behind the scenes. “Our sales reps go out
and ask the questions and try to find out
what the needs are before we bring in our
developers, etc.,” notes Ruhland. “It’s a 

little different than just having a complete
specialist.”
On the sales side, Ruhland is one of the

few sales people in the dealership who can
also function as a specialist. He possesses
some certifications, which helps him and
the other reps in the company. “It’s
worked out well because there are some
things that we are providing now that’s
harder to grasp for some of our seasoned
sales reps,” adds Ruhland.
Century sells both Kyocera and Konica

Minolta devices, but Kyocera is considered
their primary line. “There’s a nice comple-
ment between the two product lines, and
depending on our analysis [of customer
needs], that’s how we decide which way 
to go,” notes Ruhland. “I think we have
more flexibility and more continuity with
the Kyocera line—how everything ties
into networks, systems, and what compa-
nies understand, it’s a better integration.”
Although Century hasn’t branched out

into Managed Network Services yet,
they’re considering it.
“I see it with our younger employees,

they print less, copy less, obtain more of
their information via electronic devices
whether it’s their tablet or phone; I can 
see the future and the trends, and that’s
probably the step we’ll have to take to
grow our business,” says Gerdes.
As the industry changes around them,

Century continues to move forward even
though their core business philosophy
remains the same—serving the customer
amidst changing technology. “But you
also have to help the customer understand
that you provide more services than you
did five years ago,” emphasizes Ruhland.
That’s something that Century is currently
doing and will continue to do as new serv-
ices and solutions opportunities emerge to
ensure that customers and prospects alike
understand that they’re the best option 
for technology, solutions, and services 
in their market. � by Scott Cullen

Century Business

Kyle Ruhland
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Fax Option for 8020....................................................
Post Script w/PCL 8035/8045/8060......................
330 Finisher for 3520/3530......................................
600 Finisher for 4530/6020/6030..........................

$395
$295
$295
$395
$295
$395
$395
$295
$295
$295
$295
$395
$295
$295

$395
$395
$295
$395
$195
$295
$195
$295
$195
$295
$395
$295
$195
$295
$395

$295
$295
$195
$195
$195
$195
$195
$250

$295
$195
$195
$295
$295
$295
$195
$295
$195
$295
$195
$295
$295
$295
$295
$295
$295
$295
$395

$295
$295
$295
$195

$495
$295
$295
$195
$395
$195
$195
$195
$195
$295
$295
$295
$295
$295
$195
$295
$295
$195

Kyocera/Mita
Print Nic Scan for 6030/8030................................
Print Nic for 6030/8030..........................................
Print Nic Scan for 3035/4035/5035....................
Print Nic for 3035/4035/5035...............................
Print Nic Scan for 2530/3530/4030....................
Print Nic for 4530/5530..........................................
Scan Option 620/820..............................................
Scan Option for 1650/2050/2550.......................
Fax Option for 1650/2050/2550..........................
Fax Option for 2530/3530/4030..........................
Fax Option 2560/3060............................................
Fax Option for 3035/4035/5035..........................
Fax Option for 3050/4050/5050..........................
Fax Options for KMC 2525E/3232E/4035E......
Fax Option for KMC 2520/3225/3232...............
Finisher DF 710 for 3050/4050/5050................
Finisher DF 730 for 3050/4050/5050.................
Finisher DF 71 for 3035/4035/5035...................
Konica Minolta
Fax Option FK502....................................................
Fax Option FK503....................................................
Print Controller w/ Nic Card for Di 2510/3510...........
Finisher for C250......................................................
Canon
Print Controller for 5070/5570/6570.................
Print Controller for 2270/2870/3570/4570..........
Print Controller for 2200/2800/3300.................
Print Controller for 5020/6020............................
Print Controller for 5000/6000............................
Print Controller for 7200/8500/105...................
Print Kit for 2020......................................................
Fax Opiton for IRC 2880/3380.............................
Fax Option for IRC 3200/3220..............................
Fax Option for IRC 4080/5185..............................
Fax Option for 2200/2800/3300..........................
Fax Option for 2270/2870/3570/4570..............
Fax Option for 3025/3030/3035/3045..............
Fax Option for 5070/5570/6570..........................
S1 Finisher for 2270/2870/3570/4570..............
S1 Finisher for 3025/3030/3035/3045..............
F-1 Finisher for 5020/6020...................................
W1 Finisher for IRC 5180/5185............................
W2 Saddle Stitch Finisher for 5180/5185........
.
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Lou Slawetsky Flash Report

Afew months ago, Consumer
Reports published an arti-
cle purporting to measure

the amount of ink wasted in today’s
inkjet printer/ MFP systems (The
Case of the Disappearing Ink,
August 2013). The tests were con-
ducted in response to readers indi-
cating “ink seemed to be disap-
pearing faster than usual with light
printer usage.” CR proceeded to
test “how much excess ink is used
to print pages intermittently com-
pared with printing the same 
number of pages at once.”
Surprise! More ink is used

when printing intermittently.
Manufacturers of toner-based laser
MFPs all threw parties in celebra-
tion (none of which I was invited
to). At last, their sales strategy
claiming that ink jet pages (espe-
cially color) cost about a billion
dollars each was going to work!
But, not so fast, bucko!
There are some serious issues

involved here. Inkjet systems are
slowly but surely becoming main-
stream, not only in the SOHO mar -
ket, but in the general office as well
as the production segments – all
filled with toner-based systems that,
if inkjet succeeds, could be at risk.
Consider:

• HP has launched their Officejet
Pro series of MFPs offering
full color speeds of up to 70
PPM for only $799.00. That
speed surely takes the product
out of the SOHO market and
places it squarely in the work-
group. Some say that, since
many of these systems are sold
by VARs, they are concerned
about service. I say, “Buy two.”
It’s still less expensive than the
toner based systems.
Of greater significance,

these new systems make use of
HP’s PageWide technology,
using a fixed print head as

wide as the page. Because the
print head doesn’t move, as is
the case with most inkjet print-
ers, imaging speed is limited
only by the speed of the RIP
and the speed with which the
system can move paper.

• Memjet also uses a page wide
fixed print head for their inkjet
systems. At present, the compa-
ny is focused on the production
print environment using OEM
relationships that incorporate
their ink and print head tech-
nology into their own systems.
Some of these OEMs include
Delphax, Canon/Océ and Fuji
Xerox. We would expect to see
this technology migrate to the
office environment.
(Note: In January 2013, Parts
Now became the initial distrib-
utor and reseller for Memjet-
powered C6010 color printers
in North America.)

• Inkjet technology has had a
profound impact on the pro-
duction print environment
where companies such as
Kodak (yes, Kodak!), Canon/
Océ, HP Ricoh and even Xerox
prevail. Faster, better, cheaper
seems to be the mantra here.
But, let’s focus on the office

and/or SOHO environment where
Consumer Reports says we’re wast-
ing a ton of ink and money. Yes?
Well, like a true consultant, I’ll have
to say, “It depends.” First and fore-
most, it doesn’t really matter how
much ink is used for printer main-
tenance. What matters is how many
pages you get from a cartridge.
Most OEMs publish approximate
yields for their cartridges. But,
actual experience can cause the
real number to be higher or lower.
Factors such as run lengths, page
coverage, the type of paper used,
temperature, humidity and fre-
quency of use all have an impact.

Have you ever looked at the
mileage ratings on the new car
sticker? They are the result of a
test in which the car never actually
hits the road. Look for the telltale
words, “Your actual mileage may
vary.” Inkjet cartridges are no dif-
ferent. Most vendors determine
yields using an ISO test protocol
where a print job is started and 
not stopped until the printer runs
out of ink.
Do you use printers that way?

Do your customers? No. So, in 
a sense, the test is irrelevant to
results obtained under actual use.
To be fair, Consumer Reports made
the same assumption. So they used
the tested printers “intermittently,”
printing only a few pages a few
times each day. That seems closer
to actual use, except for one detail.
After each “intermittent” job,
Consumer Reports testers turned
the printer off! When was the last
time you did that to an inkjet
printer? If the test protocol called
for five jobs per day, testers turned
the printer off five times. What’s
more, they turned the printer on
five times each day. And, when
you turn an inkjet printer on (vir-
tually any inkjet printer) the sys-
tem will go through series of self-
diagnostic checks and will clean
the print heads. What is used to
clean them, you ask? INK! Well,
then, doesn’t that reduce the yield?
The answer, in a word, is “not

necessarily.” Oh wait. That’s two
words. Remember again, it’s not
how much ink you use, but the
page yield per cartridge. If the
manufacturer says a cartridge yields
1,000 pages and that’s what you
get, does it matter how much ink
is used to clean the print heads?
Does it matter how much ink is
left in the cartridge when you
weigh it? NO to each.

Did the Ink Really Disappear?
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Cleaning the print heads and,
in some cases, filling the ink
sump, are essential maintenance
procedures. Most toner-based
products use a toner reclaim
tank which, periodically, must
be emptied. Does anyone weigh
that toner and deduct it from
the page yield? NO!
Some inkjet manufacturers

actually put extra ink in the
cartridge to perform mainte-
nance procedures without
impacting yield. Great idea! 
On the other side of that, some
users have tried to sue those
manufacturers because there
was ink left in the cartridge
when the printer interface indi-
cated it was time to install a
new one. That ink was never
meant to be used. So, who
cares how much was left?
When comparing ink jet to

toner, do the math. How many
pages were promised? How

many were received? At what
cost? Then, make sure you 
consider the variables. What
coverage (per color) are you
assuming? Are the ink jet 
printers left on between jobs?
Overnight? Were the expected
yields on either system deter-
mined by testing to ISO stan-
dards (producing pages until
ink/toner runs out)?
Without testing assumptions

you risk your credibility. HP
says that their Officejet Pro
inkjet MFPs can print in color
at half the cost of toner based
systems. You may disagree.
But, suppose it can?
Never base your strategy 

for success on the failure of
your competition! �

Lou Slawetsky is CEO of
Industry Analysts, Inc. Visit
www.industryanalysts.com 
for more info.

Ink Disappear
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If you’re a regular reader of thiscolumn, you know that I value
“good thinkers” over “good talk-

ers” when trying to predict whether
someone can be a great salesperson.
This time, I’d like to examine one
particular aspect of “good thinking.”
I’ve worked with literally thousands
of salespeople in one capacity or
another in my career. Many have
been good, few have really ascend-
ed to greatness. For those who did,
it seemed that there was one com-
mon trait that separated them from
the “good” salespeople.
That trait is: intellectual curiosity.

I define “intellectual curiosity” 
as “the need to continually gain
knowledge, identify problems, and
solve them.” The good salespeople
acquire new knowledge (training,
questioning, researching, etc.)
because it’s part of their job, and
they have disciplined themselves to
do so. That’s okay. We can make 
a lot of money with these sales-
people. The truly great salespeople,
however, acquire new knowledge
because it’s as essential to their
character as breathing. In sales,
intellectual curiosity brings with 
it several beneficial activities.
“Curious” salespeople are driven to:
• Continually train and learn
their jobs: Sales is not a static
activity; what it means to be a
competent salesperson has
changed radically over the last
fifty years. New techniques, new
ideas, and new thoughts have
made obsolete the old “slap the
back, shake the hand, and tell
your story” salesperson from
most industries. Those that are
still around hang on by a thread.
The intellectually curious sales-
person continually seeks out
sales knowledge on his/her own
and applies it. The non-curious
salesperson gets left in the dust.
• Continually learn more about
their customers: Product knowl-
edge used to be king. As I explain

in my book, “Sell Like You Mean
It!”, customer knowledge is now
king. The intellectually curious
salesperson uses their time with
the customer to continually dis-
cover more information about the
customer’s present and (more
importantly) future needs. That
knowledge helps you to position
yourself as the customer’s long
term solution.
• Ask good selling questions:
Most salespeople ask narrowly
structured questions designed to
lead the customer toward a pur-
chasing decision. They may get
an order here and there, but by
keeping the focus of the sales call
narrow, they likely miss opportu-
nities to penetrate new areas,
anticipate future needs, and build
real lasting customer relationships.

• Listen: This is simple. Too many
salespeople treat the customer’s
speaking time as an opportunity
to plan their next selling tactic,
rather than as an opportunity to
learn. When customers are speak-
ing, words are coming out. Those
words tend to be important, and
the curious salesperson wants to
hear what their customer has to say.
• Seek opportunities to move
beyond their contact’s office:
One of the great joys (for me) 
of industrial sales used to be the
opportunity to tour different
manufacturing plants. I enjoyed
seeing how things were made
(I’m mechanically inclined), and
I also liked seeing our products
perform in a live environment.
Many times, I was able to solve
problems on the plant floor that
I’d have never discovered in my
prospect’s office. The intellectu-
ally curious salesperson seeks
every opportunity to see their
customers’ work being done,
with an eye toward helping 
them improve their work.
• Have new ideas for their own
company and their customers:

Ideas are the currency of today’s
business environment, and the
curious salesperson uses new
ideas to benefit themselves, their
employer, and their customers.
They are able to do so because
they consume information from
a variety of sources (again,
because they want to). By con-
suming information, they can
then provide ideas, referrals, etc.
that help everyone within their
sphere of business.
In short, the non-curious sales-

person views the sales conversa-
tion as a narrow sphere focused
entirely upon their “stuff” – the
products and services that they
sell, and they restrict discussion to
that narrow sphere. Problems that
can’t be directly addressed by their
“stuff” will go ignored. The curious
salesperson wants to know as much
as possible about the factors that
cause their customers to succeed
or not to succeed – then they use
their knowledge to benefit their
customers, either by selling their
own stuff or by referring them to
other sources of help. I don’t have
to tell you which approach builds
stronger relationships.
Here’s the paradox: Many 

salespeople have their intellectual
curiosity stifled by training that is
overly product-centered and heavi-
ly scripted. By doing that, compa-
nies and trainers deny their sales-
people the opportunity to become
GREAT. What would you rather
have (or be)? �

Troy Harrison is the author of
“Sell Like You Mean It!” and the
Presi-dent of SalesForce Solutions,
a sales training, consulting, and
recruiting firm. For information on
booking speaking/training engage-
ments, consulting, or to sign up for
his weekly E-zine, call 913-645-3603,
e-mail TroyHarrison@SalesForce
Solutions.net, or visit
www.SalesForceSolutions.net.

The Key Quality of Great Salespeople
  

The truly great
salespeople,

however, acquire
new knowledge
because it’s as

essential to their
character as

breathing.
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Dinesh Srirangpatna Mobile Printing

About the Mopria Alliance
The Mopria Alliance is a non-
profit membership organization 
of leading global technology com-
panies with the shared goal of pro-
viding intuitively simple wireless
printing from smartphones, tablets
and other mobile devices. The
Mopria Alliance’s goal is to bring
together the entire industry to drive
selected standards adoption, sup-
port mobile software application
providers to deploy print function-
ality in their applications, develop
experience guidelines in the inter-
action of mobile and print devices,
certify products which will carry
the Mopria logo and educate con-
sumers and business customers
about the ability to easily print from
mobile devices. The founding
members of Mopria Alliance are
Canon, HP, Samsung and Xerox,
and includes software developers
such as Adobe Document Products,
Papyrus, and Diptic.

The Goals of Mopria
The mobile print alliance aims to
simplify the mobile print user expe-
rience from mobile touch points
such as smart phones and tablets
and drive mobile print penetration.
The group's agenda includes steps
to develop and promote mobile
print standards, certify print solu-
tions, and educate users. Other ini-
tiatives include embedding print 
in mobile apps, embedding print in
the mobile OS, creating a standard
print protocol and increased sup-

port for legacy devices, populariz-
ing and incorporating NFC (near
field communication), and increased
shipment of Wi-Fi enabled or Wi-
Fi direct print devices. Near field
communication (NFC) is a set of
standards for smart phones and
similar devices to establish radio
communication with each other by
touching them together or bringing
them into close proximity, usually
no more than a few inches. By
enabling NFC printing, users will
find mobile printing a much easier
user experience. NFC simplifies
pairing of mobile device and print-
er and provides a secure conven-
ient print workflow.
These initiatives will simplify the

print experience and support print
out of the box, eliminating app
download along with minimal con-
figuration. The figure below shows
the roadmap to implement com-
mon standards for Mopria Alliance:
The benefits for end users

includes simplified mobile print
experience, embedded mobile print
capability which precludes app
download, business print solutions
that work with BYOD environ-
ment and support for multiple 
connection workflows such as
wireless networks, peer to peer
networks, and NFC.
The benefits for new alliance

members includes alliance tools,
device certifications, broad com-
patibility of certified devices, con-
sumer engagement and device
usage driven by simplified mobile
print user experience and unlock-
ing of mobile print pages.
As per International Data

Corporation’s (IDC) research, 
currently over 50% of US smart
phone users do not know how to
print from their devices. Transition
of the majority to mobile print will
require ease of use, simplicity, and

opening of business IT controls.
IDC forecast by 2015, 50 percent
of smart phone users and 58 per-
cent of tablet users will want to
print. Additionally, IDC forecasts
double digit US mobile print pages
growth for the period 2012-2016.
Steps such as common standards,
embedded OS print functionality
and simplified user experience 
will help drive the momentum 
for mobile pages.
IDC welcomes this initiative by

leading hardcopy equipment man-
ufacturers to simplify and stream-
line user print experience from
mobile touch points such as smart
phones and tablets. Mobile print
users will benefit from common
standards, certified products and
interoperability across the print
ecosystem. The print industry has
taken the challenge to align, drive
common standards across mobile
devices, printer devices and mobile
OS systems to meet the rapidly
growing market need for mobile
printing.

Joining the Alliance
There will be different member-
ship levels designed to support the
goals of the Mopria Alliance while
ensuring successful ubiquitous
deployment of the standards.
Software application developers
are a key target of the Alliance,
and will be able to join the Mopria
Alliance for free. The Mopria stan-
dards will be available soon and
Members will begin incorporating
the standard in their products in
the coming months. For companies
interested in joining the Mopria
Alliance, visit www.mopria.org/
membership. �

Dinesh Srirangpatna is technology
analyst (Research Manager) at IDC
covering software and services -
cloud, mobility, channel. 

Mopria Alliance
Transforming the Mobile Print Experience
  

(SOURCE: MOPRIA ALLIANCE)

IDC forecasts
double digit US

mobile print
pages growth
for the period

2012-2016.





What is MPS Compliance?
The Managed Print Service
Association defines Managed Print
Services as “the active manage-
ment and opti-mization of docu-
ment output devices and related
business processes.” To this, we
would like to introduce the con-
cept of MPS compliance, which is
the ability for a document output
device to be fully serviced by a
service provider remotely with
zero intervention from the end-
user, enabling the MPS provider 
to offer better service with fewer
expenses. Usually, each device
within the fleet is at a different
MPS compliance level, which can
be determined according to the
following criteria:
• Non-compliant: A device that
does not provide relevant data
that will allow remote and auto-
matic man-agement of the
device. This device cannot be
part of an MPS solution. This
includes all devices that are not
network-connected.

• Low MPS compliance: the
device has limitations to the
extent that it produces a severe
impact on cost control and
therefore on the profitability of
an MPS program covering such
a device. MPS full automation
of the workload is not possible
if the MPS provider is restricted
to working only with device
model data.

• Medium MPS compliance:
the device has limitations to the
extent that it has an impact on
cost control, although the
impact on the profitability can
be limited. Again, MPS work-
load automation is only partially
possible if the MPS provider is
restricted to working only with
device model data.

• High MPS compliance: the
device has limitations to the
extent that it prevents the MPS
provider from providing certain
MPS services. But still most of
the MPS workload can be man-
aged automatically.

• Full MPS compliance: the 
document output device model
can be fully managed in an
automated way for MPS. Costs
and profitability are under con-
trol. Workload is fully removed
(all tasks can be automated).
Modern imaging devices are

capable of reporting toner levels
down to 1% accuracy. But still many
only offer 5, 10, 20, 25% accuracy
rate or even “OK” versus “Low”
levels. In other words, they fail to
provide precise feedback informa-
tion that is crucial to maintaining 
a successful MPS program. The
MPS technology vendors know
about this. Yet most of them are
not informing their dealers about
how low MPS compliance may
affect the dealers’ bottom line.

Common MPS Solutions
Experts in the market propose dif-
ferent solutions to handle the risks
in taking on an MPS client. Follow-
ing are some that can be found in
blogs dedicated to MPS, along
with the holes in these solutions:

1) The dealer must evaluate the
fleet before enabling low level
supply alerting. For example, a
printer with the lowest toner level
shown as 25% will have its thresh-
old manually defined by the dealer
at 25% or more, making sure that an
alert is generated when the printer
reaches this critical level. This pro-
posal raises the following questions:
• How does the dealer know that
a certain printer has a level indi-
cator that is limited to 25%, and
not, say, 10%?

• Does he have to do it every time
he has a printer of this kind?

• How much is it then going to
cost the dealer to implement 
an MPS contract?

• Is the dealer responsible for 
the fact that the printer is low
MPS compliant and that his
MPS tool is not able to cope
with these limitations?

• Is this task really the responsi-
bility of the dealer? Does the
dealer have the knowledge nec-
essary to make these calls?

2) Leave the devices that are 
low MPS compliant out of the
contract. The variety of models
and manufacturers present in an
MPS contract is such that the
MPS compliance overall in the
contract is not homogenous.
• Would this mean that the dealer
will tell its customer that it only
manages part of the fleet?

• Would the customer accept it or
would he just look for someone
that would kindly accept man-
aging the whole inventory?

3) Replace the low MPS compli-
ant printers and copiers with
higher MPS compliant devices.
This proposition consists of basi-
cally telling the customer,
“Listen, I'll replace your printer
that has 12,000 copies on it (even
though its potential is for 300,000
copies) with a new one because I
do not know how to manage it,
and, by the way, you'll pay for the
new one.” This solution seems
ludicrous since companies found
out, thanks to the recent financial
crisis, that profit is the result of
sales minus expenses, and that
controlling and reducing expenses
is a great investment.

4) Separate the “good” devices
from the low MPS compliant

MPS Compliance and 
Its Impact on MPS Success
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printers and manage them separately. As
a result the dealer is then putting in place
two procedures in parallel--one automatic
and one manual.
• Isn't this expensive for the dealer?
• But even worse, you are asking the cus-
tomer to manage two procedures as
well. Depending on what the printer is,
will the customer have to call for a toner
or just wait for its automatic shipment?
The reality is that the customer will just

keep managing everything manually, with
big expenses both for him and for the
dealer in terms of infrastructure needed
(such as call center, warehouse, and dupli-
cated deliveries), resulting in lack of con-
trol and lack of satisfaction.

Transparency in Compliance Levels
If we were in the automotive business, the
software vendors would be required to
clearly identify and publish the risks and
limitations of their tools. Questions such
as, “What printer models is your MPS
software tool managing and for which spe-
cific supplies,” as well as, “What degree of

accuracy does your consumable replace-
ment alerts meet,” must be part of the pub-
lic documentation of any MPS software.
Most of the MPS software vendors pres-

ent their product as a solution to the prob-
lems of the dealers providing MPS. The
reality is it can be the source of several
problems a dealer may face, such as
• Increasing back office costs
• Increasing delivery costs
• Loss of control
• Lack of profit
Some may argue that MPS software

vendors are not aware of the consequences
that their software is causing to their cus-
tomers. This is hard to believe. What kind
of criteria are they using when building a
professional solution tool? We first pub-
lished our Nubeprint Report in July 2011
about MPS Compliance to give these
issues public attention.
Others may say that MPS software ven-

dors are not responsible for the problems
that are caused by a low MPS compliant
printer or copier. That is partially true. A

software vendor can only do so much with
limited data. Highly MPS compliant print-
ers produce a much better result for MPS
dealers than low compliant printers.
Indeed, it is the combination of a low
MPS compliant device and lack of an
effective MPS monitoring tool that creates
difficulties for the dealer. Manufacturers
must take part of the responsibility and
strive to implement better tools in their
devices to achieve full MPS compliance.
We may keep discussing who is respon-

sible for controlling this risk: the software
vendor, the dealer providing MPS or the
device manufacturer. To me, the dealer
should be exonerated from this responsi-
bility. He is just delivering a service using
what is available in the market. Of course
the dealer has to assume the initial risk since
the dealer delivers the product and service
to the customer, but the dealer should not
be the only one who bears the risk if he is
being misinformed or uninformed about
the capabilities of the products the dealer
gets from other players. Quite often the

MPS Compliance 
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dealer is offered software that only works
for a few printer models and nobody tells
him what these printer models are and its
limitations. The dealer does not get a guar-
antee that when the software prompts him
to deliver a $200 cartridge, that the printer
really needs it. This is not what I would
call business-friendly software, but rather a
gambling game all financed out of the deal-
er's pocket. Dealers need better informa-
tion from their suppliers in order to under-

stand the limitations of those products.
Then dealers can tailor their arrangements
with their customers accordingly.

Countdown of the MPS Basics
BASIC THREE:
The device manufacturer is, to my under-
standing, the party with the biggest influ-
ence when it comes to talk about minimiz-
ing the risks around MPS. The MPS com-
pliance of printers and copiers is the third
most important MPS basic. The lack of
accuracy in providing levels or any other
relevant information causes the dealer
thousands to hundreds of thousands of
losses in toner waste. But the trend in the
market is not clear. While we have seen
some companies moving towards more
MPS compliant products (like OKI), we
have also seen the opposite trend (like in
HP products). This is a myth that we see
quite often: newer products are more MPS
compliant and solve the risks around MPS.
The belief that the dealer can reduce the

risks in the short term by replacing products
with new ones is a very expensive illusion.

BASIC TWO:
The MPS software vendor has the obliga-
tion to know to what extent its product is
useful for the dealer in solving the dealer’s
MPS problems. And this information must
be made clear to the dealer. The second
MPS Basic is to have a clear understand-
ing of the extent to which an MPS solution
has limited results when managing certain
printers or type of printers, and the conse-
quences for both the dealer providing the
service and the end-customer. Dealers
need to ask the right questions of their
MPS software vendor. Nubeprint’s report
on MPS compliance is an index, a refer-
ence that anyone can use to say if its appli-
cation solves this hardware built-in limita-
tion, or not. Now it is up to the different
software vendors to be transparent and
share with their customers how much they
actually help their MPS business.

BASIC ONE:
It is a fact that even today most of the
parties hide the risks of MPS. Only a few

MPS Compliance 
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companies or individuals have the courage
to reveal and lead open discussions about
this subject. The first MPS basic then is
to promote the values of honesty and fair-
ness at all product and service levels, in-
cluding manufacturers, software vendors,
and dealers. If we really want the MPS
industry to succeed, all parties must collab-
orate on identifying and reducing the risks.
The parties involved in the MPS busi-

ness have the responsibility to make things
right. We have to think long term and add
value to this great opportunity called MPS,
instead of just adding short term value to
our selling numbers. If we do not do that,
we will lose the opportunity to make great
contributions such as:
• Reducing CO2 emissions by reducing
the toner wasted and the number of
times a technician visits each printer

• Using the printer economically by
adapting the resources available to the
actual needs of the customer

• Eliminating the “kleptomania” of toner
cartridges through accurate monitoring

• Improving efficiency in stocking car-
tridges by more than 50% by stocking
based on future needs and not based on
what was sold a year ago
At Nubeprint, the premise has always

been to actively participate on a global
deployment of MPS, not only for the
largest end-customers, but for one-printer
customers too. Small companies and SOHO
(Small Office Home Office) have no inter-
nal controls established other than the
spontaneous need for printing. As a result,
the dealer works quite often as their con-
sultant for printing, and plays a critical role
in the distribution chain. By providing the
dealer with the tools and know-how, the
dealer can shift from transactional to serv-
ice in a solid way. This should be the goal
that all parties, including hardware manu-
facturers, supplies re-manufacturers and

software vendors, must have in common.
The success of MPS business strongly

depends on the capacity of the printer or
copier to be remotely moni-tored, com-
bined with the capabilities of the service
provider to deliver supplies and service
supported by the right technology. Some
MPS dealers experience significant limita-
tions and inefficiencies identifying their
customers' needs in advance with accuracy
and the amount of resources to manage
them. The negative conse-quences have a
direct impact on the end-customer as well
as the dealer. By using awareness of differ-
ent levels of MPS compliance within the
printer fleet, dealers can stay more profitable
by making more informed choices. �
Antonio Sanchez Navarro is the founder
and President of Nubeprint. Nubeprint 
is the leader in incorporating Artificial
Intelligence to manage output devices.
Nubeprint’s adoption of Yield and Lean
management methodologies allows MPS
players to provide service in a remote,
proactive and automatic way, with the
highest accuracy level in this Market. 

MPS Compliance
e n x   
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Ronelle Ingram Minding Your Business

Our dispatcher was sobbing
at her desk as I walked by.
I stopped, put a comfort-

ing hand on her shoulder, and
asked, “Are you alright? Is there
something I can help you with?”
“Why are people so mean?”

she sniffled. “What gives a
stranger on the phone the right to
swear at me and call me dumb
and useless? My job is to answer
the telephone and take service
calls, not to be insulted by some-
one who has never met me.”
As the example above demon-

strates, a hostile work environ-
ment can be created from external
forces, not just from within. Mass
media has contributed to making
rudeness and deplorable language
more acceptable within our society.

Polite manners have given way 
to expletives and crudeness. As a
result, providing parameters for
acceptable working conditions for
your support staff is part of man-
agement’s responsibility. There 
is a need to foster mutual respect
and personal dignity as an exten-
sion of effective business skills.
At first, an end user whose

actions disrupt the effectiveness 
of your staff may seem to not be
worth the business they bring into
the company. However, by estab-
lishing a complaint handling pro-
cedure within your company, you
can turn a hostile customer into a
happy one. Non or slow paying
customers who perpetually use
bullying tactics tend to prey on
the people within the company

with the least amount of decision-
making authority. Receptionists,
dispatchers, accounts receivable
clerks, telemarketers and other
outside salespeople usually
encounter the first contact from
demanding, abrasive end users.
In the case of your non-exempt

workers, make sure they have one
or two pre-designated people with-
in the company to whom they may
refer overly demanding end users.
Ideally the person making the un-
reasonable demands can be imme-
diately transferred to a customer
service specialist. If the customer
service guru is not available, a
message can be taken. Instruct the
first contact employee to give the
dissatisfied caller the customer
service specialist’s name, position

  
Hostile to Happy Work Environment
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within the company, extension,
and time to expect a return call.
Always treat the customer with
respect and professional courtesy.
Providing your frontline

workers with a pre-established
tactful way not to have to deal
with the disruptive customer
(since they have no authority 
to remedy their concerns) max-
imizes their usefulness and
decreases the stress level of their
work environment. It is manage-
ment's responsibility to provide
all non-exempt workers with the
tools of freedom from work-
place abuse.
Establishing a written proce-

dure for front line staff to be able
to deal with potentially abusive
customers helps set a company
culture of freedom from having
to worry about dealing with a
hostile work environment.
Each company culture will

have their own set of guidelines

to deal with high need-level
customers. Following is a start-
ing point of helpful suggestions
that can enable your managers
to eliminate employees crying
due to the stress of their work
environment. These Customer
Service Guidelines can also be
used as part of your interview-
ing process. Explaining to a
potential hire that the culture 
of your company is strongly
employee-friendly helps to
make a good first impression.

Customer Service
Guidelines
• Start each conversation with
an upset caller by clearly stat-
ing your name, position with-
in your company and tele-
phone extension (if appropri-
ate). This establishes your
ability to help and sets a tone
of confidence and authority.

Happy Work Environment

continued on 64
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• Ask for the caller’s name, company,
invoice number or equipment serial
number, etc. if you do not already have
this information. If you have the infor-
mation, confirming the information with
the customer proves you are organized
and already have the needed details.

• Always address the person by name 
followed with a neutral greeting of
“How can I help you?” or “Thank you
for taking the time to allow us to help
rectify your situation.”

• Then listen, listen, listen and listen
some more.

• Allowing the customer to vent their
frustrations often immediately defuses
the hostile situation. It also provides you
time to assess the caller’s level of need.

• Whatever the upset caller says, always
respond with sentiments of compassion.
“I understand your concern,” or “I'm
sorry this has upset you,” or “Please
accept my apology.” You can agree with
their feelings without making any judg-
ments or promises. This type of positive

agreement statements usually changes the
tone of the complainer's conversation.

• If you realize a problem has occurred,
take full responsibility personally. 

• If your company is in error, asked the
caller how they would like the situation
rectified.

• The majority of the time, clients will
ask for less than you are willing to give.
Prorate a bill, offer a full credit, or dis-
count on your next order. Offers to pro-
vide some type of credit to correct the
situation are all preferable to offering 
to give the customer's money back.

• Keep in mind it is always easier to
increase the negotiated offer than to
take back that which has already been
offered. 

• Asking for additional time to investi-
gate a situation is acceptable, as long 
as you give a specific time for a return
call or emailed response. 

• Ask the customer how they would like
to be contacted in the future, by phone,
email, text, or fax?

• When you see a problem in the making,
contact the client before they have a
chance to call you. Being proactive usu-
ally takes the pressure off the situation
immediately. 

• Toward the end of the conversation,
summarize the problem, the actions
which you will take and the appropriate
response time to complete the agreed
upon remedy.

• End each conversation by restating 
your name and telephone number. You
may offer to send an email that clearly
explains what you have agreed to do
and your complete contact information.
Thank the caller for taking the time and
effort to help you resolve the situation.

• Once the situation has been rectified,
follow up with an emailed or mailed
short note with your contact informa-
tion or business card. The hand
addressed mailed card is very effective
in establishing you as the go-to person
for any future needs. It allows you to 
be seen as the client’s advocate.

Happy Work Environment

continued on 67
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Blind Drop Ship at no extra fees!  Contact us for complete product list!

toll free: 1-877-933-5558
email: itctoner@gmail.com
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Oki Data & Konica Minolta Specials!  Call for details!

OKI B4400/4600                     OKI B410/430                                      OKI B2400                          OKI MB260                               OKI C3100                             OKI C3300                                     

OKI C5500                            OKI C5550                                        OKI C5600                          OKI C6000                                OKI 7100                                  OKI C610

KM 1600                       KM 2300                         KM 2400                         KM 3300                         KM 5430                            KM 4650                                   KM 5550      

Sales Professionals
Compe  ve Salary
and Commission

Now
Hiring
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In many cases the next time they need to
order something or get other sales informa-
tion, they will call you. Having a knowledge-
able, professional person establish an open
line of communication with a client creates 
a positive outcome to an originally negative
encounter.
An upset customer that has been treated

properly becomes your best candidate to
develop into a lifelong business partner. The
ones who demand the most are usually will-
ing to pay more. They are the people who
other, less customer-focused companies have
alienated. They are your best prospects for
long-term profitable relationships. An active
customer service procedure policy can elimi-
nate stress in the work place as well as gen-
erate loyal clients who will increase your
company’s profit margins. �

Ronelle Ingram, author of Service With A
Smile, also teaches service seminars. She 
can be reached at ronellei@msn.com.

Work Environment

e n x   
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All Leasing Services 31
Repo/Offlease Copiers, Printers and Faxes
Phone: 866-727-3750 / 949-727-3750
Fax: 949-727-3850
bids@alscopiers.com
www.alscopiers.com

Arlington 58
Full line of OEM office supplies
Phone: 800-887-3040
Fax: 847-689-1616
www.arli.com

Business Imaging Expo 57
December 10-12, 2013, Las Vegas
BusinessImagingExpo.com

Carolina Wholesale 41
One of the largest office machine 
and supply distributors in the USA
Phone: 800-521-4600
Fax: 800-356-9169
sales@cwholesale.com
www.cwholesale.com

China Eternal 53
Most Experienced and Reliable
Manufacturer!
Phone: 508-802-9959
Fax: 508-802-9975
sales@chinaeternalusa.com
www.chinaeternal.com

Copier Network 12
Coast to Coast Service
Extensive Canon and Ricoh Selection
Phone: 510-746-2080
www.copiernetwork.com
sales@copiernetwork.com

Crystal Trade 30
For your Canon & HP Parts & Supplies
Phone: 888-889-9598
Fax:713-789-1832
anisark@csihouston.com
www.RemanCartridges.com

CompTIA 75
www.compTIA.org/boost

Digitek 29
Phone: 888-353-0301
www.digitek.com

Direct Precise Imaging 72
Consistently Delivers 100% USA 
Made Toner Compatibles Products
Phone: 888-376-7311
www.directpreciseimaging.com

DocuWare 38
Document Management Solutions
Phone: 888-565-5907
dwsales@docuware.com
www.docuware.com

Electronic Business Machines 79
Copiers/Printers Parts & Supplies
Phone: 800-832-6522
Fax: 859-281-6328
www.ebmky.com

EpartsRoom 30
Cost Effective Solutions for Circuit 
Boards & PCB's, Hard Drives, Fuser 
& Fixing Parts, Finishers and Sorters 
and more!
Phone: 877-503-7278
Fax: 713-849-9001
Shop online at: www.epartsroom

Escalera 79
Copier Moving Devices
Phone: 800-622-1359/ 530-673-6318
Fax: 530-673-6376
www.escalera.com

Express Sales Corp 45, 71
Phone: 877-777-5001
Parts: pats@escorp.biz
Phone: 562-274-9205
www.escorp.biz

Frontier Imaging 48
Distributor of Copier, Printer 
& Fax Supplies
Phone: 888-530-8811
Fax: 310-898-2788
sales@frontierimaging.com
www.frontierimaging.com

GE Capital 23
Buy direct from GE Capital
Phone: 203-749-6011
ryan.ahearn@ge.com
www.geasset.com/copiers

GreatAmerica Financial Service 25
Phone: 800-234-8787
www.greatamerica.com

Greater Philadelphia 
Equipment Co. 44
Copiers, Accessories, Fax Options
& Print Controllers
Phone: 215-788-7111
Fax: 215-788-4445
gpec1@verizon.net
www.printcontrollers.com

Hytec 79
Phone: 800-883-1001 / 407-297-1001
Fax: 407-297-4310
www.hytecrepair.com

I.C.E. International Copier
Exchange 35
Wholesaler of Copiers
Phone: 888-423-2679
www.copierpoint.com

IDS-International 
Digital Solutions 21
Authorized Toshiba Distributor
for Copiers, Printers, Fax OEM 
Parts & Supplies
Phone: 888-372-3700
Fax: 562-921-1167
suzannecarter@idswc.com
sales@idswc.com

ILG 43
OEM Reman & Compatibles Cartridge
Phone: 800-937-2880
www.ILGLaser.com

ImageStar 56
Wholesaler of Imaging Products
Phone: 888-632-5515
www.imagestar.com

Impact Technology 61
World Class Copier Remarketer
Phone: 866-848-4900
www.offleasecopiers.com

Impression Solutions 81
Full Line Kyocera Copystar 
& Oki Printer Distributor
Phone: 866-275-9213
www.impressionsolutions.com

Industry Analyst 48
Phone: 585-232-5320
www.industryanalysts.com

Ink Direct Corporation 67
Phone: 714-775-8255
paul@inkdirects.com
sale2@inkdirects.com

Intellinetics 51
Phone: 614-921-8170
Fax: 614-850-2789
sales@intellinetics.com
www.intellinetics.com

Intercom Exporting Inc 65
Minolta Copiers, Parts & Supplies
Phone: 800-960-1119
Main: 954-978-2121
Miami: 305-757-7878
Fax: 954-978-2412
sales@intercomcopiers.com
www.intercomcopiers.com

ISC 59
Phone: 941-961-7897
www.ISC-Inc.org

ITC Supplies 65
Phone: 1-877-933-5558
itctoner@gmail.com
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ITC Systems 63
Phone: 314-872-7772 USA
Phone: 416-289-2344 Canada
sales@itcsystems.com
www.itcsystems.com

ITEX 2014 Expo 66
March 11-13, 2014
Rio Las Vegas Hotel & Casino
www.itexshow.com

Jamex 64
Copier/Printer/Fax Vending Applications
Phone: 800-289-6550
Fax: 607-257-1139
www.jamexvending.com

Lasertone 4
HP Approved Supplies Distributor
Phone: 800-700-0733
www.LasertoneUSA.com

Managed Print 
Services Association 67
greg.walters@yourmpsa.org
www.yourMPSA.com

Mars International 15
Wholesaler of Pre-Owned Copiers
Phone: 866-866-MARS (6277)
Phone: 973-777-5886
Fax: 973-777-5889
www.marsintl.com

MEMJET 13
Printer Manufacturer
C6000Series.com/sign_up/reseller

Midwest Copier Exchange 49
Used Copier Wholesaler
Phone:  847-599-9001
info@mwcopier.com
www.midwestcopier.com

MSE 33
Toner Cartridge Remanufacturer
Phone: 800-673-4968 Headquaters
Phone: 800-418-4968 US-East Coast
www.mse.com

MWA Intelligence, Inc. 10
Phone: 800-875-2371
sales@mwaintel.com
www.mwaintelligence.com

National Copy Cartridge 27
Phone: 619-562-6995
Fax: 619-562-6899
order@nccreman.com
www.NationalCopyCartridge.com

Nation Wide Repair Service 77
Complete Office Equipment 
Repair Service 
Phone: 866-655-8676
Tech Support: 800-798-1814
www.nwrsinc.com

Niche Equipment 60
Office Machines & Supplies Distributor
Phone: 877-446-4243
Fax: 630-629-6790
info@nichee.net
www.nichee.net

Ninestar Technology 39
Phone: 800-817-0688
626-965-6662
Fax: 626-965-6667
sales@ggimageusa.com
www.ninestartechonline.com

NSA 47
Phone: 866-670-2345
www.nsainc.net

NuWorld Business Systems 16-20
Copier, Printer, Fax & Business
Machine Supplies
Phone: 800-729-8320
Fax: 800-829-0292
info@nuworldinc.com 
www.nuworldinc.com

Office Land 58
OEM Parts for Copiers and Printers 
Phone: 818-778-0100
Fax: 818-778-0101
www.officeland.ws

OKI 11
Phone: 800-Okidata (654-3282)
www.okidata.com
www.bpx.okidata.com

OPRA 63
oprausa.com

OverstockPartsNetwork.com 8
Phone: 307-587-8446
sales@beiservices.com
www.beiservices.com
Overstockpartsnetwork.com

Parts Drop 70
Copier Parts, Supplies, 
& Tech Information
Phone: 201-387-7776
www.partsdrop.com

PCI Premium Compatibles 80
Phone: 866-574-8804
sales@premiumcompatibles.com
www.premiumcompatibles.com

Printer Essentials 3
Phone: 800-965-1180
Fax: 775-850-2630
sales@PrinterEssentials.com
www.PrinterEssentials.com

Ross International 15
Buy and Sell Used Copiers
Phone: 800-240-7677
973-365-9900
Fax: 973-473-8800  
purchase@ross-international.com
www.ross-international.com

Royal Imaging 55
Phone: 800-805-3526/818-407-8975
Fax: 818-407-0873
sales@royal-imaging.com

RPT Toner 6 & 7
Phone: 888-778-8663
Fax: 630-694-9060
jamie@rpttoner.com

Seine Tech USA 62
The Worlds Leading 
Toner Remanufacturer
Phone: 909-869-0730
Fax: 909-869-0736
sales@seinetecusa.com
www.seinetecusa.com

SINDOH 5
MFP Manufacturer
Contact Authorized Distributors
http://www.sindoh.com

Static Control 2
Phone: 919-774-3808 International
Phone: 800-488-2426 Toll Free
info@scc-inc.com
www.scc-inc.com

Supplies Wholesaler 82 & 83
The Cartridge Experts
Phone: 866-817-8795
sales@SuppliesWholesalers.com
www.SuppliesWholesalers.com

Toner Cycle/Ink Cycle 37
Phone: 1-877-894-8387
www.inkcycle.blog.com
www.linkedin.com/inkcycle
www.twitter.com/inkcycle

Toshiba 84
Copier / Print Manufacturer
Phone: 800-GO TOSHIBA
Contact Authorized Distributors
www.toshiba.com

Uninet 9
West Coast: 424-675-3300
East Coast: 631-590-1040
sales@uninetimaging.com
www.uninetimaging.com/enx

World Of Fax 72
Fax, Copiers & Laser Printer 
Parts Specialist
Phone: 1-800-634-9329
1-866-FAX-PARTS
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Business Card Directory

Call
Now

Toners l Inkjets l Laserjets Drums l MICR’s
Developers l Ribbons l Copy Cartridges l Maintenance Kits

Don’t Get Stung
By The Competition!

Cartridge Warehouse 
International, Inc.

Contact Joe: sales@CWItoner.com
ph: 310-828-2225  l  fx: 310-828-2262
2880 Colorado Blvd., Santa Monica CA 90404

For All Your OEM, Compatible
& Remanufactured Supplies

Ask about our 
12,000 Di�erent SKU’s

All Makes
& Models www.cwitoner.com

www.cwitoner.com

SAME DAY AND DROP SHIPPING AVAILABLE 

AUTHORIZED DEALER & SERVICE CENTER FOR

Tel: 818. 545. 8888    Fax: 818. 545. 8890
e-maill: rmoradian@technofix.com

1412 East Wilson Avenue - Glendale, CA 91206

l scanners

l fax 

l printers

l copiers

OEM PARTS
& SUPPLIES

TECHNOFIX Office Products

w
w

w
.Te
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fix
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om

&

Others might talk a good game, but EOS delivers: 

We Buy & Sell Cell Phones | Empty Inkjet & Toner Cartridges | OEM Surplus | Laptops & IT Equipment

Your global empties partner since 1996.

860 291-1900
www.eosusa.com

“Better. Faster. 
Yadda, yadda, yadda.”

✔ Speedy payment
✔  Fast & accurate 

inspections 
✔  Best-in-the-business, 

match-or-beat pricing

Contact us now. It really 
does pay to work with us!

www.golfgong.com

YKC, Inc. 
One Broad Ave #8
Fairview, NJ 07022

Hela Chang
helachang@gmail.com

Phone: 201-313-0055
Fax: 201-313-0077

Looking to Buy WIDE Format
Kip.  Oce.  Ricoh.  Lanier.  Xerox. 

 
–– Also Buying ––    

Canon. Ricoh.  Konica. Sharp. Toshiba Copiers.

100% Guaranteed. 

Call 405-912-1700 or Email: culver-enterprises@swbell.net

GPR-15 & GPR-16
l IR 2230/2270/2830/

3025/3225/3230   
l IR 3035/3045/3235/

       3245/3530/3570/4570
Our Universal Toner in refill bottles 
have 1220 Grams $23.75 per bottle.

l KM 2530/3035/3530/
4030/4035/5035    

l FS 9100/9120/9500  

Our Universal Toner works in all
these models & comes in refill

bottles of 1900 Grams (Std)
$58.00 per cartridge

Canon Copier Toner Kyocera/Mita Toner
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1-877-Mambo76
(Hablamos Español)  or email: ask@mambo-trading.com

We Carry Omega Plus, Supreme & Supplies

*FOR NEW ACCOUNTS ONLY WITH PURCHASE OF VACUUM

Vacuum Distributor   Konica Minolta
  Brother
  Canon
  Copystar
  HP

We Also Carry

  Panasonic
  Ricoh
  Samsung
  Sharp
  Xerox

FREE
Ground

Shipping
ONE STOP For All Your OEM

And Compatible Supplies
For All Major Brands**FOR NEW ACCOUNTS ON

ORDERS OVER $200.00**

*Offer good until August 31, 2013 or while supplies last. 

Free Filter*

Special

Digital Duplicators
Risograph & Ricoh
Bought & Sold
RZ990
RZ220
RZ390
RZ590

JP8000
JP8500
JP4500
JP3000

1700
3700
3750
3770

MZ790

HQ7000
HQ9000

Rebuilt Duplicators
Retail Ready
Full Tech Support
Full Parts Support

***All Models*** 
***Available***

SELLING

Phone: 405-912-1700
Fax: 405-912-1900

CALL NOW!---------------------------------

 Duplo 460-H only 800k
 2 Riso CR1610 -New in box

 3 Riso HC 5500 -New in box

email: culver-enterprises@swbell.net

303-465-3134
TRI RESOURCES INTERNATIONAL
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Calendar

RechargeExpo 
Indonesia 2013
November 7-10, 2013
Jakarta, Indonesia
www.rechargeasia.com

Asia Imaging Fair 
Los Angeles 2013
December 4-5, 2013
Pasadena, CA
www.rechargeasia.com

Business Imaging Expo
December 10-12, 2013
Las Vegas, NV
BusinessImagingExpo.com

Remanexpo@Paperworld 2014
January 25-28, 2014
Frankfurt, Germany
paperworld.messefrankfurt.com

ITEX 2014
March 11-13, 2014
Rio All-Suite Hotel & Casino
Las Vegas, NV
www.itexshow.com

DocuWorld 2014
May 7-9, 2014
Las Vegas, NV
www.docuware.com

Transform Global 2014
Louisville, KY
June 2-4, 2014
global2014.photizogroup.com

Graph Expo 2014
September 28-October 1, 2014
Chicago, IL
www.GraphExpo.com

Industry Events 
& Trade Shows

1-888-376-7311

COLOR   I   MICR   I   NICHE   I    MPS 

DPI The Leader In
New Development
& Niche Products

Call Us For Daily Specials!

HP 4250 (42a) .......................................... each......
HP 4000 (27x) or 4100 (61x) ................... each......
HP 4014 (64a) .......................................... each.....

Ask about our
Free Shipping offer &

Empty Toner Cartridge
Buyback Program!Same Day & Blind Drop Shipping!

$39.99
$24.99
$39.99

*Buy 10 or More & Save*
HOT COMPATIBLE ITEMS

aNO MINIMUM ORDER  

aMICR AVAILABLE

aBLIND DROP SHIPPING  

aNEWEST RELEASES

Made In The U.S.A. 
Since 1994

aWE BUY EMPTIES

aRE-BUILD YOUR
     EMPTY PROGRAM SAVE!

All of DPI products are
manufactured 100% in the USA!Extensive Research and Development

Deliver More Vibrant Colors: 

For further information and monthly specials, visit our website at
www.directpreciseimaging.com or call 888-376-7311

OCTOBER 2013 RELEASES 
l Lexmark MS 310/410/510/610/710/810/812
l Lexmark MX 310/511/611/710/811/812
l Dell B3460
l Dell 5460/5465 

SEPTEMBER 2013 RELEASES 
l Samsung 307
l HP Enterprise 700 (CF-214x) MICR
•   Samsung MLT 205 MICR

AUGUST 2013 RELEASES  
l Minolta 4650 Magicolor Drum Unit
l Okidata B-710
l Xerox WC 5325/5330/5335

JULY 2013 RELEASES
l HP CF-214x
l Brother TN-780
l Samsung SCX-6555 Drum Unit

www.directpreciseimaging.com

Wholesale Only

Fax, Copier &
Laser Printer Parts Specialist

FREE PARTS RESEARCH FOR

NO PARTS #’s NEEDED TO ORDER
WE STOCK FUSER UNITS, FEED KITS, DRUM KITS,
CIRCUIT BOARDS & MANUALS 
l HARD DRIVES FOR ALL COPIERS IN STOCK. ALL BRANDS
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Last month we began looking at the full
color Xerox brand 7425 series copiers
/ multi-function machines. We covered

the fault code meanings and a few other top-
ics. Now let’s learn more about using the
Diagnostic mode, particularly for the purpose
of testing parts of the machine in dC330 -
Component Control mode. 
To get to Component Control, you’ll need to

enter Diagnostic Mode (CE Mode). Press and
hold the ‘0’ button for 5 seconds, then while
you’re still holding ‘0’, press ‘Start.’ This will
bring up the CE Passcode screen. Enter ‘6789’
at the prompt and touch ‘Confirm.’ Next press
the ‘Machine Status’ button. Select ‘Tools’ 
followed by ‘System Settings.’ Now in the
‘Group’ column choose ‘Common Service
Settings’ and in the ‘Features’ column, scroll
down and choose ‘Maintenance / Diagnostics.’
Within this menu you will find ‘IO Check’ is
one of the choices, and that will bring you to
Component Control.
The rather lengthy list of components is

broken into two categories. First there are the
Input Components, which include parts such
as sensors and switches. Then there are the
Output Components which include motors,
clutches, solenoids, and lamps. The following
list is shortened considerably to preserve
space. Where there were multiple codes which
run the same component, the duplicates were
dropped out. For example, if a motor can be
run in 3 different speeds, you’ll find only
one of the three speed listings shown in the
accompanying list.

Britt Horvat Technical Tips

Xerox WorkCentre® 7425 style Technical Information - Part II
(Diagnostics Mode for Component Control and Testing)
Xerox® WC- 7425, 7428, 7435 & 7525, 7530, 7535, 7545, 7556

INPUT COMPONENT CODES:

Chain-Link Component Name Description

005-102 Document Sensor H = No Document detected
005-110 Document Registration Sensor L = Document detected
005-202 CVT-DADF Bottom Sensor H = Document detected
005-205 Doc. Feed Out Sensor H = Document detected
005-206 Doc. Pre-Reg. Sensor H = Document detected
005-211 Doc. Inverter Sensor H = Document detected
005-212 Doc. Feeder Cover Interlock Switch H = Doc. Feeder Cover Open
005-221 DADF Tray Size Sensor No.1 L = No paper detected
005-222 DADF Tray Size Sensor No.2 L = No paper detected
005-224 Scan Start Scan signal ON
005-225 Nudger Position Sensor H = Nudger Roll is at Home Position
006-160 Polygon Motor Ready Signal L = Regular rotation of Polygon Motor
007-116 Tray 1 Level Sensor H = Lift Up
007-117 Tray 2 Level Sensor H = Lift Up
007-118 Tray 3 Level Sensor H = Lift Up
007-119 Tray 4 Level Sensor H = Lift Up
007-120 Tray 1 No paper Sensor H = No paper
007-121 Tray 2 No paper Sensor H = No paper
007-122 Tray 3 No paper Sensor H = No paper
007-123 Tray 4 No Paper Sensor H = No paper
007-125 SMH No Paper Sensor H = No paper
007-128 Face Up Tray Detect Low when Tray is installed
008-100 Tray 1 Feed Out Sensor H = Paper detected
008-102 Tray 3 Feed Out Sensor H = Paper detected
008-103 Tray 4 Feed Out Sensor H = Paper detected
008-104 Registration Sensor H = No paper detected
008-105 Duplex Wait Sensor H = Paper detected
008-106 Takeaway Sensor H = Paper detected
008-107 TTM Path Sensor 1 H = Paper detected
008-108 TTM Path Sensor 2 H = Paper detected
008-300 Duplex Open Switch H = On
009-200 2nd BTR Contact Retract Sensor L = Retract position
009-201 POB Sensor L = Paper detected
009-203 1st BTR Contact Retract Sensor L = Retract Condition
010-101 Fuser Exit Sensor H = Paper detected
010-104 Fuser Motor (60.5mm Speed) Fuser Motor rotation (at 60.5mm/s)
042-201 Belt Home Sensor H = IBT is not at Home Position
042-202 Fuser Fan Fail 1 = Fan not turning or prevented from turning
042-203 Drive Fan Fail 1 = Fan not turning or prevented from turning
042-204 Rear Bottom Fan Fail 1 = Fan not turning or prevented from turning
042-205 IBT Fan Fail 1 = Fan not turning or prevented from turning
042-206 HV Fan Fail 1 = Fan not turning or prevented from turning
042-207 Process 2 Fan Fail 1 = Fan not turning or prevented from turning
042-208 LVPS Exhaust Fan Fail 1 = Fan not turning or prevented from turning
062-212 IIT Registration Sensor L = On
062-240 ADF Exist H = On status
062-272 Scan Start L = Scan available
062-300 Platen I/L Switch L = Platen is closed
062-301 Angle Sensor L = Platen is closed
071-101 Tray 1 No Paper Sensor Detects the #1 No Paper Sensor ON/OFF.
071-102 Tray 1 Level Sensor Detects the #1 Level Sensor ON/OFF.
071-104 Tray 1 Paper Size Switch Detects the #1 TRAY Paper Size Sensor SW5 ON/OFF.
072-101 Tray 2 No Paper Sensor Detects the Tray 2 No Paper Sensor ON/OFF.
072-102 Tray 2 Level Sensor Detects the Tray 2 Level Sensor ON/OFF.
072-103 Tray 2 Feed Out Sensor Detects the Tray 2 Feed Out Sensor ON/OFF.
072-104 Tray 2 Paper Size Switch Detects the Tray 2 TRAY Paper Size Sensor SW5 ON/OFF.
073-101 Tray 3  No Paper Sensor Detects Paper Presence (ON/OFF)
073-102 Tray 3 Level Sensor Detects Paper Presence (ON/OFF)
073-103 Tray 3 Feed Out Sensor Detects Paper Presence (ON/OFF)
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Chain-Link Component Description
073-104 Tray 3 TRAY Paper Size Switch Detects the Tray 3 TRAY Paper Size Sensor SW5 ON/OFF
074-101 Tray 4 No Paper Sensor Detects the Tray 4 No Paper Sensor ON/OFF
074-102 Tray 4 Level Sensor Detects the Tray 4 Level Sensor ON/OFF
074-103 Tray 4 Feed Out Sensor Detects the Tray 4 Feed Out Sensor ON/OFF
074-104 Tray 4 Paper Size Switch Detects the Tray 4 TRAY Paper Size Sensor SW5 ON/OFF
075-101 MSI (Bypass) No Paper Sensor Detects the MSI No Paper Sensor ON/OFF
075-102 MSI (Bypass) Nudger Position Sensor Detects MSI Nudger Position Sensor ON/OFF
075-103 MSI (Bypass) Feed Out Sensor Detects the MSI Feed Out Sensor ON/OFF
077-100 Tray 2 Exit Sensor Detects the Tray 2 Exit Sensor ON/OFF
077-101 Tray 1 Exit Sensor Detects the Tray 1 Exit Sensor ON/OFF
077-102 POB Sensor Detects the POB Sensor ON/OFF
077-103 Regi Sensor Detects the Regi Sensor ON/OFF
077-104 MSI Feed Out Sensor Detects the MSI Feed Out Sensor ON/OFF
077-105 Tray 2 Feed Out Sensor Detects the Tray 2 Feed Out Sensor ON/OFF
077-106 Tray 3 Feed Out Sensor Detects the Tray 3 Feed Out Sensor ON/OFF
077-107 Tray 4 Feed Out Sensor Detects the Tray 4 Feed Out Sensor ON/OFF
077-108 Duplex Path Sensor Detects the Dup Path Sensor ON/OFF
077-109 #1 OCT Home Position Sensor Detects #1 OCT Home Position Sensor ON/OFF
077-110 #2 OCT Home Position Sensor Detects #2 OCT Home Position Sensor ON/OFF
077-120 IOT Feed Ready Signal Input Detects the OFF/ON states of the Feed Ready Signal
077-121 TM Regi Stop Signal Input Detects the OFF/ON states of the Regi Stop Signal
077-123 TM Feed ON Signal Input Detects the OFF/ON states of the Feed ON Signal
077-201 Face Up Tray Detect Switch Detects the Face Up Tray Detect Switch ON/OFF
077-300 Left Hand Interlock Switch Detects the Left Hand Interlock Switch ON/OFF
077-301 Left Hand Low Cover Switch Detects the Left Hand Low Cover Switch ON/OFF
077-302 Left Hand High Cover Switch Detects the Left Hand High Cover Switch ON/OFF
077-303 Front Interlock Switch Detects the Front Interlock Switch ON/OFF
077-305 Dup Cover Switch Detects the Dup Cover Switch ON/OFF
077-306 TM Left Hand Interlock Switch Detects the TM Left Hand Interlock Switch ON/OFF
077-307 IBT Cover Switch Detects the IBT Cover Switch ON/OFF
091-100 Bottle Position Sensor Indicates the High/Low states of the Sensor that detects the availability of the Waste Toner Bottle
091-101 Bottle Full Sensor Indicates the High/Low states of the Sensor that detects the fullness of the Waste Toner Bottle
091-102 Sensor Photo Indicates the High/Low outputs of the rotation detect sensor
094-200 1st BTR Contact Retract Sensor The read value of the 1st BTR Contact Retract Sensor
094-201 2nd BTR Contact Retract Sensor The read value of the 2nd BTR Contact Retract Sensor
094-202 POB (Paper on Belt) Jam Sensor Sensor the active level of the POB Jam Sensor

OUTPUT COMPONENT CONTROLS (motors, solenoids, clutches, & lamps)
Chain-Link Component Description
005-001 CVT Feed Motor

CCW 55.0mm/s Turns ON for 50sec - Auto OFF
005-014 CVT Feed Motor (750.0mm/sec.) Turns ON for 50sec - Auto OFF
005-015 CVT Pre-Reg. Motor (55.0mm/sec.) Turns ON for 50sec - Auto OFF
005-021 CVT Pre-Reg. Motor (220.0mm/sec.) Turns ON for 50sec - Auto OFF
005-026 CVT Reg. Motor (55.0mm/sec.) Turns ON for 50sec - Auto OFF
005-036 CVT Reg. Motor (460.0mm/sec.) Turns ON for 50sec - Auto OFF
005-037 CVT Platen Motor (55.0mm/sec.) Turns ON for 50sec - Auto OFF
005-044 CVT Platen Motor (220.0mm/sec.) Turns ON for 50sec - Auto OFF
005-072 CVT Nip Release Sol (PF2) 3sec ON
005-073 CVT Stamp Sol (PF2) Turns ON for 10msec - Auto OFF
005-083 Doc Ready Turns ON the Doc Ready signal
005-084 Doc Set LED Belt = Turns on the DOC SET LED

CVT = Turns ON for 5sec - Auto OFF
005-088 Image Area ON Turns ON for 5sec
005-090 CIS Operation 1 Initializes the Nudger Roll
005-093 CVT Feed Motor (350.0mm/sec.) Turns ON for 50sec - Auto OFF
005-094 CVT PreReg Motor (350.0mm/sec.) Turns ON for 50sec - Auto OFF
010-001 Fuser Motor (175mm Speed) Fuser Motor rotation
010-002 Fuser Motor (121mm Speed) Fuser Motor rotation
010-003 Fuser Motor (79mm Speed) Fuser Motor rotation
010-004 Fuser Motor (60.5mm Speed) Fuser Motor rotation
042-001 Main Motor (175mm/s) Rotates the Main Drive Motor
042-004 Fuser Fan Rotates at High Speed when ‘start’ is pressed, and Low Speed when ‘stop’ is pressed
042-005 Drive Fan Rotates when ‘Start’ is pressed, stops rotation when ‘Stop’ is pressed
042-006 Rear Bottom Fan Rotates when ‘Start’ is pressed, stops rotation when ‘Stop’ is pressed
042-007 IBT Fan Rotates when ‘Start’ is pressed, stops rotation when ‘Stop’ is pressed
042-008 HV Fan Rotates at High Speed when ‘start’ is pressed, and Low Speed when ‘stop’ is pressed
042-009 Process 2 Fan Rotates when ‘Start’ is pressed, stops rotation when ‘Stop’ is pressed
042-010 LVPS Fan Rotates when ‘Start’ is pressed, stops rotation when ‘Stop’ is pressed
042-011 LVPS Exhaust Fan Rotates when ‘Start’ is pressed, stops rotation when ‘Stop’ is pressed
062-002 IIT Exposure Lamp Turns the Lamp ON for 180sec - Auto OFF
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Britt works for The Parts Drop, a company whose primary business is providing parts, supplies 
and information for Xerox brand copiers, printers and fax machines. You can find more information,
including many of Britt’s past ENX articles on their website, (www.partsdrop.com) If you’d like to
read more about Xerox brand office equipment, there’s also a complete listing of past articles under
contributing writers on the ENX website (www.ENXMAG.com)

Chain-Link Component Description
062-005 IIT Scan Motor (Scan direction) Moves it 50mm from current position in Scan direction - Auto OFF
062-006 IIT Scan Motor (Return direction) Moves scanner 50mm from current position in Return direction - Auto OFF
062-086 IIT Image Area IMG-AREA Signal Output
062-091 Exchange To ADF Turns ON the document exchange command signal to the DADF
071-001 Tray 1 Feed Motor (Feed Direction) Drives the Motor in the Feed direction
071-002 Tray 1 Feed Motor (Lift Up Direction) Drives the Motor in the Lift Up direction. Does not move if the Level Sensor is ON
072-001 Tray 2 Feed Motor (Feed Direction) Drives the Motor in the Feed direction
072-002 Tray 2 Feed Motor (Lift Up Direction) Drives the Motor in the Lift Up direction.  Does not move if the Level Sensor is ON
073-001 Tray 3 Feed Motor (Feed Direction) Drives the Motor in the Feed direction
073-002 Tray 3 Feed Motor 2-phase (Lift Up Direction) Drives the Motor in the Lift Up direction.  Does not move if the Level Sensor is ON
074-001 Tray 4 Feed Motor (Feed Direction) Drives the Motor with 2-phase excitation in the Feed direction
074-002 Tray 4 Feed Motor (Lift Up Direction) Drives the Motor in the Lift Up direction.  Does not move if the Level Sensor is ON when drive has started
075-003 MSI Feed Motor 1-2-phase (CW 1-2) Feed Direction Drives the Motor with 1-2-phase excitation in the Feed direction, and at the Feed transport speed
075-004 MSI Feed Motor in Nudger Up/Down Direction Drives the Motor in the Nudger Up/Down direction
077-001 Takeaway Clutch Turns ON the Takeaway Clutch. Combine with Main Drive Motor [042-001] to drive #1 Takeaway Roll and

MSI Takeaway Roll
077-002 Registration Clutch Turns ON the Reg Clutch. Combine with Main Drive Motor [042-001], to drive the Registration Roller
077-003 Exit Gate Solenoid Switches the Exit Gate
077-004 Face Up Gate Solenoid Switches the Face Up Gate.
077-007 Duplex Drive Motor (121 speed forward rotation/MAX) Drives the Transport Roll of the Duplex Unit (121 Speed/Forward Rotation/Max)
077-023 Duplex Drive Motor (121 speed reverse rotation/PRC) Drives the Transport Roll of the Duplex Unit (121 Speed/Reverse Rotation/PRC)
077-025 Exit 2 Drive Motor (175 speed reverse rotation/PRC) Drives the Transport Roll of the Exit Unit (175 Speed/Reverse Rotation/PRC)
077-030 TM T/A CL Turns ON the TM T/A Clutch
077-031 TM T/A Motor (High) Drives the TM T/A Motor
077-032 TM Feed Ready Signal Output Turns ON the Feed Ready Signal
077-033 IOT Regi Stop Signal Output Turns ON the Regi Stop Signal
077-034 IOT Feed ON Signal Output Turns ON the Feed ON Signal
077-040 #2 OCT Motor Moves the #2 Exit Roll towards the axis direction (turns ON for 1000msec, Timeout)
077-042 #1 OCT Motor Moves the #1 Exit Roll towards the axis direction (turns ON for 1000msec, Timeout)
089-002 MOB On/Off (High Power) Controls the collective of MOB IN/OUT Diffusion LED.
091-014 DRUM YMC/DRUM K/IBT MOTOR (175 Speed) The output for DRUM YMC/DRUM K/IBT MOT (175 Speed)
091-017 DRUM Motor / IBT Motor YMC (79Speed) reverse The output of IBT Motor YMC (reverse rotation)
091-018 DRUM MOT/IBT Motor K (175 Speed) Rotates the Drum K Motor at Process Speed (175 Speed)
091-021 DRUM MOT/IBT Motor K (79 Speed) reverse The reverse rotation output of IBT MOT K (79 Speed)
091-022 DRUM YMC Motor ON (175_1mm/s) Rotates Drum YMC Motor at Speed 175_1
091-030 DRUM K Motor ON (175_2mm/s) Rotates the Drum K Motor at Speed 175_2
091-036 ERASE LAMP Y Turns ON the Erase Lamp Y
091-037 ERASE LAMP M Turns ON the Erase Lamp M
091-038 ERASE LAMP C Turns ON the Erase Lamp C
091-039 ERASE LAMP K Turns ON the Erase Lamp K
091-040 ERASE LAMP YMCK Turns ON the Erase Lamps YMCK simultaneous
091-041 AGITATOR MOT The output of Agitator Motor
092-001 ADC Specular Turns the LED on the side of the ADC mirror ON/OFF
092-002 ADC Diffuse Turns the LED on the side of the ADC straight reflection ON/OFF.
092-003 ADC Shutter Open Opens the ADC Shutter

* Close shutter after testing it (use code 092-004) to help avoid dirt on the shutter sensor
092-004 ADC Shutter Close Closes the ADC Shutter
093-003 DISPENSE MOTOR-Y (175mm/s) The Dispense Motor-Y output at 175 speed
093-006 DISPENSE MOTOR-M (175mm/s) The Dispense Motor-M output at 175 speed
093-009 DISPENSE MOTOR-C (175mm/s) The Dispense Motor-C output at 175 speed
093-012 DISPENSE MOTOR-K (175mm/s) The Dispense Motor-K output at 175 speed
094-001 2nd BTR (-) Outputs the 2nd BTR Bias (-)
094-002 2nd BTR (+) Outputs the 2nd BTR Bias (+)
094-003 2nd BTR Contact Automatically stops when Contact Position of the 2nd BTR Contact Sensor is detected
094-004 2nd BTR Retract Automatically stops when Retract Position of the 2nd BTR Contact Sensor is detected
094-005 IBT Motor ON (175mm/s) Rotates the IBT Motor at Process Speed 175
094-008 IBT Motor REVERSE ON Rotates in reverse at Process Speed 79
094-009 1st BTR Contact Automatically stops when Retract Position of the 2nd BTR Contact Sensor is detected
094-010 1st BTR Retract Automatically stops when Retract Position of the 2nd BTR Contact Sensor is detected

That is it.  Now you can go and be a “component control freak” if you’ll excuse the pun. Next month we’ll keep at it.  
We will hit on some of the most important NVM (Memory) settings.  Hope you are all having a great autumn!  
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Printer Tech Tip

This Tech Tip is contributed by Laser Pros (www.laserpros.com). 
Email any questions to marketing@laserpros.com.

TECH TIP FOR HP PRINTER:
NVRAM Reset procedures for HP PRO series 200, 300, 400 
laser printers
There is incorrect literature along with difficulty explaining key press locations for performing
NVRAM resets on the mentioned printer series. A clarification as follows:

NVRAM Reset for M275/M276/M375/M475/M425:
With the printer off, press and hold the marked area (fig. 1)
Turn printer on and hold until Permanent Storage initialization is displayed
Release and printer will continue initialization.

NVRAM reset for M401nw:
With the printer off, press and hold the marked area (fig. 2)
Turn printer on and hold until Permanent Storage initialization is displayed
Release and printer will continue initialization.

NVRAM reset for CM1415:
With the printer off, press and hold the marked area (fig. 3)
Turn printer on and hold until Permanent Storage initialization is displayed
Release and printer will continue initialization.

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3
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Technical Tips

SUBJECT: 
Toshiba e-Studio 280 
Shows Misfeed

Q:The machine has additional papertrays that shows misfeed in the bot-
tom access door in the lower right of the
machine. I’ve replaced the sensor for the
access door open/close. There’s no mis-
feed that can be found and opening/clos-
ing the access door doesn't immediately
clear the display message. The customer
says it goes away in 5-10 minutes on its
own, but the misfeed message sometimes
reappears when someone picks legal
paper. Any ideas?

A:An error code would help to diag-nose the problem. Press and hold
the clr and 8 keys together when it is in 
a jam state.

A:The above answer is right—I justwant to add that if you want really
useful help with a misfeeding/jamming
issue, it would be great if you would print
out the error history (START 9, 106) and
post the last few error codes. I can usually
get a good mental picture of what’s going
on from that information. For example,
the code you get from CLEAR 8 might
just be "paper left in the transport path"
but the code before it might be the exit
sensor remaining on after the paper has
reached the finisher. Think about it, and 
I don't mean to sound nasty, but if you
cannot provide better information than
what we can get from the end user, then
you might as well hand your tools over 
to the end user and go home.

Q:Just giving you what informationthe customer gave me and what 
little I observed on site. Thanks for the
info. On getting to the error logs, I’m not
very familiar with the Toshibas. This isn’t
our machine and was a “while you’re
here.” I fixed it a couple of times before
and now I’m stuck with it. The machine
also has 1,129,000 pages. Time for a new
one I think. I'll collect the error logs and
let you know.

A:This is likely the Bypass Tray sen-sor, located on the bottom of the
bypass tray. It’s a common failure item,
especially on that model.

A:I agree with the previous post. If the error history shows multiple
E550 errors then replace the sensor on 
the bottom of the bypass.

Q:Ok, I give up. How do I print outthe error log on this machine? Start
9, 106 doesn’t do anything. I have a serv-
ice manual on my desktop for an e-Studio
200L that I forgot about. It says 9 start. 
Is that the difference?

A:Hold down the 9 and Start keystogether while turning on the 
copier. While holding them down wait for
the Extension button to light, then release
the 9 and Start keys. You should now be
in the list print mode. Then key in 106
and the error history should print out.
Also if you key in 103 it will give you 
the PM support list. Good luck.

Q:Got the error history list. I have 1-E712, 8-E721’s, 3-E731’s. Those
are doc feed issues. I also have 6-E030’s
and 2-E550’s. The E030 is a power on
jam where paper remains on transport
path when power is turned on. E550 is
paper remaining on transport path when
printing is finished. Sounds to me like 
a sensor flag is sticking down after the
paper has gone by. Let me know what
you guys think.

A:Good job! From that list I agreethat you need to replace the 2nd
Transport sensor. It is located under (and
on) the bypass unit. While you are down
there, and if you have an LCF, make sure
that the transport rollers are good and
clean. The idle rollers on the jam access
door to the LCF might need their springs
tightened a little too. Just a tip from 
experience. Good luck

Q:Thanks guys! Does anyone have a part number for the sensor?

A:6LE09239000 is the most recentpart number assigned to that sensor.

Q:Thanks everyone for all your help.I'll get the part ordered and let you
know how it turns out.

SUBJECT:

Konica Minolta C-550 No Control
Panel Indicators

Q:When I turn the main power on, I only get blue and orange status
indicator lights, nothing else. I replaced
the DC power supply and the printer

A:It might be the memory. If it has 2memory cards on the MFPB try
swapping them around. I had a C-353
that did a similar thing, and swapping the
2 memory cards around caused a different
symptom.

Q:Just to add to this situation, theoffice had a power outage before
all this happened. Could the memory
boards have gone bad? I did swap them
out. According to the service manual
troubleshooting, I had no DC24V at
PJ13DCPU-1.Thats why I replaced the
DC Power Unit. Could it be some kind 
of interlock? Thanks.

A:I'm thinking maybe firmware,NVRAM, or MFPB. I think when I
had the problem with the C-353 it would
boot up into firmware mode when I had
the CF card installed in the service port.
It took the new firmware OK, although
that didn't solve my original problem

Q:I have seen this a few times after a power hit. Each time it was both
of the memory RAM sticks. Try replacing
them with ones from a working C-550 or
get new ones. It is cheaper to start there.

Q:I pulled the memory chips fromanother machine and it fired right up!

Tips appearing in this section are reprinted courtesy of Smarka! The Copier Tech's Info Source. Tips are randomly selected from submissions
emailed to Smarka! Smarka! and ENX Magazine make no guarantees as to the accuracy of tips presented here. Email your tips to
Tips@smarka.com. All tips become public domain.
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Electronic Business Machines

1408 Versailles RD.
Lexington, KY 40504

Ph. 800.832.6522
Fax 859.281.6328
www.ebmky.com

The PRODUCTS you want, the SERVICE you deserve!

Authorized Parts Distributor

New OEM Parts
Fuser Exchange

Printhead Exchange
Tech Support

Transfer Belt Assemblies
Printhead Exchange

Fusers purchase or exchange
M/A Kits purchase or exchange

Parts - Supplies - Circuit Board Repair
Keyboard Rebuild - Machine Refurbish

ROYAL®
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On November 1, 2013 many of the largest printer manufacturers will begin enforce-
ment of OEM consumable sales, distribution and pricing policies.
  
At the same time the International Trade Commission having determined that the 
importation for sale of certain laser toner cartridges and/or components does 
infringe on specific owned patents and has thus issued a general exclusion order 
(GEO) prohibiting importation of certain toner and components.
  
The combination of these two events may lead to substantial restrictions of top laser 
printer consumables across the USA. Decreased availability of certain products 
coupled with high demand could cause large shortages of ink and laser toner 
cartridge products and could compromise sales for many resellers. Dealers and 
resellers experiencing difficulty procuring printer, copier and fax consumables 
could take a substantial hit to revenues and profits well into FY 2014.

Due to these significant changes in the marketplace PREMIUM COMPATIBLES INC.®/ 
PCI Brand® a USA owned and operated corporation announced it is actively looking 
to expand its US and Canadian base of retailers, e-tailers, VARS, Government, Educa-
tion and Medical resellers.

Premium Compatibles Inc. ® also known as PCI® is one of the largest, fastest growing 
and well respected aftermarket consumables manufacturers in the US market today.  
With a reputation for quality, Premium Compatibles Inc.® offers 2,300+ top selling US 
ink and laser toner consumables. These include but are not limited to: Black and 
Color Laser Printer Cartridges, Thermal and Impact Ribbons, Maintenance Kits, 
Fuser Units and Drums. These are for use in all major brands of Analog and Laser 
Photocopiers, Multifunction Laser Printers, Inkjet Printers, Dot-Matrix Printers, Ther-
mal and Laser Fax Machines.
  
Premium Compatibles Inc. is also one of the largest manufacturers of MICR 
(Magnetic Image Character Recognition) laser toner cartridges for the banking 
industry and Federal Government.  PCI has an available US distribution network of 
13 national distribution centers as well as a central laser cartridge recycling center.   
Premium Compatibles Inc.® is accepting dealer/reseller applications now. 
 
All interested parties should contact Premium Compatibles Inc.® 
National Sales office at:

 PUBLIC NOTICE

1-866-574-8804 or email sales@premiumcompatibles.com 
www.premiumcompatibles.com

DATE: OCTOBER 1, 2013
TO: USA AND CANADIAN CONSUMABLE LASER INK AND TONER RESELLERS










